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TITLES: 

'IT'S ABOUT TRUTH. AND ROCK JOURNALISM.' 

INT. VIP ROOM, THE FLYWHEEL CLUB SOHO, NIGHT 

TITLES: 'THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, LONDON, THE PRESENT' 

A man, Evel Tyler, about 45, jaded looking, sits tensely upright 

on a comfortable, fashionable leather couch. The walls are 

covered with expensively framed photos of rock bands, recording 

artists and celebrities. 

Evel Tyler is in all of the photos. There are many framed front 

pages for a newspaper called The Daily Goblin with sensational 

headlines under Evel Tyler's byline, and several glossy 

magazines like GQ, VANITY FAIR and HEAT with him on their covers. 

All the stories are exposes of some kind. 

Most frequent is a one page column in The Daily Goblin entitled 

'Down And Dirty Music' under Evel's byline which reviews gigs 

and features bands. All the framed pages mention the early gigs 

of now-famous bands and recording stars. 

The room has only one lamp lit, away from Evel. Bright rapidly 

flickering light shines under a nearby door - a suggestion of 

activity close by. 

Beside Evel on the couch is a newsmagazine entitled 'The Adam 

Smith Review' with a picture of Lucas Bellator, 45, impeccably 

groomed and patrician, on the cover and a headline Op Ed story 

under his byline about ethics in journalism. He is listed as 

managing editor. 

Harsh, sinister music plays but we cannot tell where it is coming 

from - it might be playing inside Evel's head. He taps a finger 

on the side of the couch in time to it. His lips vaguely form 

the lyrics. He eats from a bowl of Liquorice Allsorts set on 

the table. 

A glowing expensive model cellular phone sits beside Evel near 

the magazine, already activated. He picks it up. Without looking 

he presses the autodial and waits until someone on the other 

end (Alderson Lupton) answers. 
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ALDERSON LUPTON 

Alderson Lupton, hello? 

EVEL TYLER 

What's your philosophy in life? 

(beat) 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

Something you haven't heard of called 

the golden rule. 

Evel chuckles. 

EVEL TYLER 

Oh, yeah. I know that one. Do unto 

others, then split. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

That sounds like you, all right. 

EVEL TYLER 

Time to do unto you. I've been writing 

lies about you in the papers, 

Balderson. Again. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

It's Alderson Lupton to you. 

Alderson. And you're Evel Tyler. 

Again. I've lost track how many times 

you've crank called me. 

EVEL TYLER 

Online. Radio. TV. Tabloids. 

Everywhere. People believe. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

No, you just keep repeating lies. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

Yes, and even you believe them now. 

INT. ALDERSON LUPTON'S APARTMENT  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Alderson Lupton, also 45 and looking older than his years, sits 

on a scuffed and ripped leather couch that is exactly the same 

model as the one Evel sits on in the Flywheel Club. Alderson 
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holds a cheaper model cellphone than Evel which he is listening 

to. 

Lupton's apartment is dingy, has bad rot damage in a corner and 

damp beneath the wallpaper on one wall where pipes show. Mixed 

in with cheap mismatched furniture and an old TV and big old 

style radio are a few expensive items like a good keyboard and 

industry standard recording equipment. 

One wall has expensively framed pictures of concerts and 

Alderson Lupton standing on stage with various celebrities 

including many with Calliope Wix. Mike Prospect, 55, a record 

producer is also in some of the pictures, younger than we will 

see him in following scenes. 

Two platinum record awards are on one wall above a GRAMMY award 

with Alderson's name embossed on it standing on a small table. 

Framed pictures show the awards ceremony, Lupton surrounded by 

other notable pop stars. 

Another wall is a collage of magazine and newspaper articles. 

All of them are by Evel Tyler and all of them criticize or jeer 

at Alderson Lupton. Several have unflattering pictures of 

Lupton under the headline 'BALDERSON'. Some of these are torn 

or ripped, attacked in rage. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

No. Why is it every time I change my 

number my first new call is you? 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

We're close, you and I. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Too close. Stop crank calling me. 

Sooner or later it'll catch you up. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

The thing about lies is, they walk and 

talk and sound just like the real 

thing. It's the power of stupid 

belief time millions. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

They're still lies. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 
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My lies are pure truth now because of 

all that stupid believing. And that 

truth keeps you hiding in that dingy 

little cave of yours. 

Alderson looks around the grim apartment, winces. 

INT. VIP ROOM, THE FLYWHEEL CLUB SOHO, NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel knows he's scored a hit on Alderson and smirks at the phone. 

Now, nearby on a table we see drug paraphernalia recently used, 

bottles of pills and bottles of spirits. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

Truth, real truth, will out. 

EVEL TYLER 

Tell me what you're going to do. 

(beat) 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

Wait. 

EVEL TYLER 

For me to make a mistake, you mean. 

That'll be the second biggest mistake 

of your life, you sick little dying 

creepy loser. 

Evel makes a malicious snarling chuckle. 

INT. ALDERSON LUPTON'S APARTMENT  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

On the table in front of Alderson we can see boxes of diabetic 

medication, a blood sugar testing meter and an insulin injector 

pen. 

Alderson is stung with hurt and anger. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Tyler... 

INT. VIP ROOM, THE FLYWHEEL CLUB SOHO, NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel hisses viciously into the phone, all humour gone. 
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EVEL TYLER 

We both know what your first big 

mistake was. That diabetes you've got 

or the filthy damp little sewer you 

live in will kill you long before you 

catch up with me. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

I was at the Press Grievance 

Commission today. 

Evel freezes at the mention of the Commission. 

EVEL TYLER 

Not even you're that stupid. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

Making a detailed statement about you 

and your harassment of me in the 

media. Not to mention the rest. Would 

you like a list of who else I saw there 

doing the same? 

(long beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

What could it possibly mean to me? 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

People are less afraid of you. 

Evel loses his temper and bolts upright screaming into the 

phone, knocking over the table in front of him. 

EVEL TYLER 

Balderson, guess who's digging whose 

grave! 

INT. ALDERSON LUPTON'S APARTMENT  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Alderson smiles sarcastically at Evel screaming. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

You're marked and measured, scumbag! 

 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Feeling nervous? 
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EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

I'm going to plant you in a very deep 

premature burial, Balderson! 

INT. VIP ROOM, THE FLYWHEEL CLUB SOHO, NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel kicks manically at the upturned table, smashes bottles and 

crushes the drug paraphernalia under his shoes. 

EVEL TYLER 

You think you're dead now as a rock 

star? I'll freaking defile you. I 

will grave-rob and desecrate the 

pieces and flush away what little 

crappy life you've got left!  

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

Is this the truth now? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yes. I've only started. Goddam washed 

out, drugged out pervy little has 

been. I will vaporize you. I will 

utterly destroy and silence you 

forever, Balderson! 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

I've heard that one from you before. 

And stop calling me Balderson. You 

know I grew my hair back years ago. 

I'll see you at the Commission 

hearings if you're brave enough to 

turn up. 

Alderson rings off. 

EVEL TYLER 

Balderson! 

Evel stands shaking with rage, dials another number. A female 

voice, Dumpy, answers. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Yes, hon? 

EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy! Next time Bald...Alderson 

Lupton changes his number, put a 
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special tag on his account and record 

everything. I want to hear every call 

he makes. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

It's done. Um, Evel, about Travis? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yes, I've talked to Travis Bino about 

getting you on Pop Goes for the last 

series finale. Just make this happen, 

okay? 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Thanks darling. It means everything 

to me. You should see some of my new 

costumes. I've been working on them 

for months. 

Evel rings off but is still enraged and throws his phone at the 

wall in rage and it smashes. He catches himself. 

Evel stands still and breathes slowly, calming himself, 

clenching and unclenching his fists spasmodically. He bends 

down, finds an unbroken bottle, drinks deeply. 

EVEL TYLER 

So who's worried? 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Some philosophical wiseguy said the 

quality of your finished product 

depends fundamentally on the quality 

of the people making it.  

Evel looks back at some of the framed headline pages with his 

byline on them and smiles sardonically. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

My product is stories on the career 

highs and lows of bozos, dimwits, 

imbeciles, drug addled lunatics and 

assorted other jerk-offs with self 

delusions of talent. In other words, 

the pop industry. Everything I write 

is a lie. Some I enjoy telling more 

than others. 
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Evel drops the bottle on the floor, goes to the door, pulls it 

open so it bangs against the wall and goes out. The opposite 

side of the door is marked 'VIP LOUNGE: THE FLYWHEEL CLUB - 

MEMBERS ONLY'. 

A security man in formal dress salutes Evel respectfully as he 

goes down some stairs into the main bar area of the club. 

FLYWHEEL CLUB GUARD 

The show's still going, Mr. Tyler. 

They're waiting for you. 

INT. FLYWHEEL CLUB MAIN BAR AND STAGE  NIGHT 

Evel comes down a flight of stairs into a very lavish private 

club's bar area. A small raised stage is encircled by an elegant 

bar. The bar and tables and booths are bustling with chattering 

glamorous, exotic arty media types. 

On the small stage a very young male and female pop duo are 

waiting, a keyboard player. When Evel takes his seat they begin. 

They are energetic but mediocre and the chic crowd isn't 

impressed. They look at Evel for approval or not. 

When they finish Evel leaves without a word and goes back 

upstairs to the VIP lounge. The duo look crushed. 

INT. LOCOMOTIVE PUB, BATTERSEA,  MORNING 

TITLE: '255 Day' at the Locomotive Public House, Lockington 

Road, Battersea. 

Grey and rainy outside, a gloomy day. A small handwritten sign 

in the window of the pub door announces '255 Day: Drinks Free 

All Morning' to anyone entering. The Victorian pub is almost 

deserted. News plays on a wide screen TV. 

A rack of newspapers and political magazines stands near the 

bar with a sign inviting customers to discuss issues of the day. 

The Publican, 55, shrewd looking, reads a magazine called 'The 

Adam Smith Review', the same one Evel had in the VIP lounge of 

the Flywheel Club. It has a photo of Lucas Bellator on the cover. 

The Publican is reading the same Op Ed page article by Lucas 

Bellator on ethics in journalism. He occasionally looks over 

at Evel, frowning, but doesn't interfere. Evel is clearly a 

special privileged customer. 
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Evel sits at the bar smoking his pipe under a large 'NO SMOKING' 

sign, drinking a pint and spirits. He looks around, annoyed at 

the empty bar and booths. He watches the TV screen. 

A rolling news channel is describing arrests happening in real 

time at the offices of a tabloid newspaper called 'The Daily 

Goblin' and its logo is displayed. 

Footage is shown outside a London police station. A crowd of 

reporters shout questions to a group of suited men including 

Burdett 'Birdy' Docker, 70, grizzled and jaded, going in. 

Corporate publicity photos of Burdett Docker are shown along 

with one of Elke Mervyn, 48, inelegant, once beautiful. A news 

commentator reads over the footage and photo montage. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

This morning Elke Mervyn, editor of 

the notorious tabloid newspaper 'The 

Daily Goblin', for the last twenty 

years, was arrested and taken to 

Fleet Street police station on 

charges of corrupting public 

officials, gross corporate 

malfeasance and approving illegal 

phone and email hacking. 

Spokespersons for Docker Media 

Group, owners of the paper, refuse to 

comment. Owner Burdett Docker has 

accompanied a legal team into the 

station itself. The sight of 

Britain's most powerful media baron 

taking a personal hand in this crisis 

has excited no little speculation. 

We'll bring you more developments as 

they happen.  

Evel grins maliciously and raises his pint glass to the TV. 

EVEL TYLER 

Here's to your early grave, Birdy. 

You and your fake posh son should not 

have fired me those years ago. 

Evel's cellphone rings, he smirks when he sees the caller. 

EVEL TYLER 
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Dumpy, good morning. Let me guess. 

I've got mail from the gorgeous Merv 

the Perv? 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

About a trillion voicemails and 

emails from Elke Mervyn, yes. They've 

stopped now she's in the police 

station. 

EVEL TYLER 

That won't last long once Cameron 

Magnam gets in there. Docker will 

already have him on his way. Forward 

the messages home for me. Anything 

from the Docker people? 

On the TV, another suited man is going into the police station 

accompanied by uniformed police officers. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

News just in, Assistant Deputy 

Commissioner Cameron Magnam of the 

Metropolitan Police has just arrived 

at Fleet Street police station and 

gone in. If there was any doubt 

before, it's now official. This is a 

major scandal and the highest 

authorities are involving 

themselves. 

EVEL TYLER 

Bingo. Running scared, all of them. 

Revenge is sweet, Dumpy. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Have you heard from Travis yet? 

EVEL TYLER 

He'll take you for the last series or 

I'll do to him what I'm doing to the 

Dockers and Magnam right now. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

You're a love, hon. 

Dumpy rings off. Evel is irritated. 
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EVEL TYLER 

I wish she'd stop calling me that. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

We now go to an exclusive interview 

with Lucas Bellator, editor of 'The 

Adam Smith Review'. 

Evel looks up suddenly, attentive as Lucas Bellator, 45, 

patrician, suited, comes onto the screen. 

EVEL TYLER 

Well, well. The golden boy himself. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

Lucas Bellator, the whole media is in 

an uproar about multiple phone 

hacking scandals and these arrests at 

'The Daily Goblin' owned by Docker 

Media Group. There have even been 

calls for Burdett 'Birdy' Docker 

himself to face charges. Yet you've 

called for a halt to everything? 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV) 

Yes. I believe these arrests are 

reactionary and may be politically 

motivated. In view of suspected 

police collusion with the media over 

this phone hacking, they are also 

unconvincing and heavy handed. What 

I really would like to see is some 

long overdue honesty and 

introspection from all sides. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

Where in your opinion should they 

start? 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV) 

A neutral place of arbitration like 

the Press Grievance Commission might 

be a good place to begin. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

Would you consider acting as an 

independent arbitrator for them? 

You're seen as one of the few 
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impartial commentators in the media 

today. You have a reputation for 

scrupulous integrity, if I may say 

it. 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV) 

Thank you, but that is not for me to 

say. If invited to do so I'd certainly 

consider it. Partiality in the media 

has become a threat to honest 

reporting over the years. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

What is your personal view of what has 

now come to be called the phone 

hacking scandal? 

Bellator turns to look directly at the camera as he replies - 

a model of patrician sincerity. 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV) 

Abuse of media power has become 

chronic, yes. But the violence of the 

response to it threatens to make us 

all prisoners. We must not make a 

headlong rush to judgement before all 

the facts are presented. I would say 

that both politically and publicly we 

are in a far greater crisis than we 

know. What is really ultimately at 

stake here is whether our media acts 

as an instrument of lies, or of truth. 

The news presenter is visibly impressed. 

NEWS PRESENTER (TV) 

Lucas Bellator, on behalf of all my 

colleagues and the public, thank you. 

Evel sneers - he hates Lucas Bellator from way back. 

EVEL TYLER 

You pontificate prettily, Lukey. How 

long has it been, twenty years? 

Evel catches himself -he didn't mean to speak out loud- but the 

Publican has noticed and comes over, pointing at his copy of 

'The Adam Smith Review'. 
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PUBLICAN 

You know Lucas Bellator? I read his 

stuff in the Review all the time. 

Evel looks over at the copy of the magazine and sneers. 

EVEL TYLER 

I know him, all right. 

PUBLICAN 

I really admire his honesty. He's the 

best in the business. 

EVEL TYLER 

He's the best in the business at 

getting the best jobs in the 

business. 

PUBLICAN 

That's a bit cynical. 

EVEL TYLER 

Not if you're in the know, and I am. 

Bellator started that golden career 

of his working for Birdy Docker on The 

Daily Goblin. We both joined the 

paper on the same day. 

PUBLICAN 

You've been coming in here the first 

Monday of every month for ten years 

and I never even knew you were a 

reporter. 

EVEL TYLER 

Music journalist. Native to these 

very mean streets outside. 

PUBLICAN 

I knew that. But you know Lucas 

Bellator. That's just amazing. 

EVEL TYLER 

Not really. I'm the second best in the 

business. 
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The pub door opens and some raucous football fans crowd in. The 

Publican goes to serve them and changes the news to a sports 

channel. Some commercials come on. 

A glitzy overblown commercial for a TV talent show called POP 

GOES starts. The host Travis Bino, 25, cocky, manic, capers on 

a stage dressed like a Jack In The Box swinging a sword cane 

around, drawing and sheathing it skillfully. 

TRAVIS BINO (TV) 

Check out my next orgy of talent on 

this, the very last sizzling season 

of Pop Goes! The whole world's going 

to be hot, hot, hot and heavy to find 

out who comes through for the big, 

big, big throbbing final main event! 

Right now it's all a big dirty secret 

but tune in just after the national 

lottery and find out on the night! 

Bino's commercial ends with a frightening cartoon of him as an 

explosively jumping Jack In The Box. 

The football fans cheer - they love Bino and his show. Disgusted, 

Evel gets up and makes to leave but the Publican points at him. 

PUBLICAN 

I forgot boys, all drinks are free 

this morning on this gentleman's 

account. 

The fans cheer Evel and order a round. Evel bows mockingly and 

goes out the door, saying over his shoulder, 

EVEL TYLER 

You're drinking my council tax money, 

lads. Two hundred and fifty five 

pounds a month for my property band, 

hence '255 Day' on the sign there. 

Enjoy. Battersea district council 

would only waste it on rubbish 

collection and street lighting. 

The fans and Publican look at each other, puzzled. 

EVEL TYLER 
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I had to say it. No one's ever asked 

in the last ten years, you pinheads. 

Ciao, ciao! 

Evel grins sarcastically and goes through the doorway but 

suddenly recoils. 

INT/EXT. LOCOMOTIVE PUB DOORWAY  DAY 

As the old style Victorian windowed door opens Evel sees an 

apparition reflected back at him - his long dead father. 

EVEL TYLER 

Dad?... 

(long beat) 

The apparition fades. Evel sees his own reflection. He shivers 

and goes out the door into the light rain, camera following him 

towards a nearby railway bridge. 

EXT. STEWARTS ROAD, BATTERSEA  DAY (CONTINUOUS) 

Over the railway bridge, passing a block of run down 1970s 

council flats, pauses. He knows this building intimately. 

A train goes down a nearby track, wheels screeching on a bend. 

He leans against a rail and closes his eyes remembering 

something, walks on. 

Evel goes by a group of young unemployed-looking men listlessly 

kicking a football and drinking cheap cans of beer. 

They look his way curiously and seem to recognize him but Evel 

hardens his expression, gives them a warning glance and walks 

on past. 

EXT. BATTERSEA PARK ROAD/NINE ELMS LANE  DAY (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel comes to a spot in the road where two road signs stand side 

by side. He looks around carefully as if afraid he's being 

followed, sees no one and crosses the road. 

At a bus stop opposite he pretends to wait for a bus but when 

one comes he steps back and lets it pass without stopping. 
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He leaves the bus stop and goes around the corner. 

EXT. KIRTLING ROAD, BATTERSEA  DAY (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel goes up the road, around another corner, reaching a long 

two-storey office building. A disused looking door with a chain 

across it stands beside a metal garage door. A large envelope 

is attached with a border of electrical black insulating tape 

to the smaller door's center. 

Evel is unlocking the garage door when he freezes in 

astonishment, noticing the envelope which has his full name on 

it in an elegant font. 

He looks around wildly but sees no one, then goes over and rips 

the envelope down. It contains only a business size envelope 

with a letter which he opens and reads. 

The letter is on corporate letterhead with a logo: Docker Media 

Group International. As Evel reads he goes pale. 

There is a flash of lighting, far off burst of thunder and the 

drizzle becomes heavy rain spattering onto the letter.  

Evel hauls up the garage door and ducks inside. As he does there 

is the nearby sound of a motorcycle starting up and accelerating 

away. He freezes, looks around again but sees nothing. He hauls 

down the garage door after him. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  DAY 

The space is massive: two storeys high and wide as an ordinary 

house. A wall length picture window with electric shutters looks 

onto the Chelsea side of the Thames. 

Everything is expensive but the taste is off-key: 1960s vintage 

badly mixed with the 1980s. There is a huge home entertainment 

system combined with powerful home computer equipment 

overlooked by a 100 inch plasma screen. 

Beside it is a huge locked metal cabinet with very wide multiple 

pull-out drawers. 

Walls are covered with framed magazine covers and newsprint 

pages. All of them are articles about or by Evel. All the frames 

are of uniform size and spaced in rows very close together to 
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make the walls almost completely covered. This goes straight 

up to the ceiling. 

Even the ceiling has the same kind of framed covers and pages 

bolted to it in an identical pattern, giving a sense of 

claustrophobia even in the huge space. 

The whole room gives an impression of narcissism and intense, 

unhealthy self obsession. 

Wet and miserable and shivering, Evel comes in carrying a glass 

of water, spoon and the letter. He hasn't dried and is 

shellshocked. He goes straight to the metal cabinet, unlocks 

it and pulls out a drawer. 

It is full of neatly stacked and labelled stimulant drugs, 

prescription and illegal side by side. Cocaine, heroin, speed, 

amphetamines, Vicodin, Prozac, etc. He takes some pills and 

washes them down with the glass of water. 

Evel switches on the TV with a remote control, not sitting down, 

still holding the letter. Pressing a button he goes online and 

looks at websites and messageboards custom-branded with his 

name and the same symbol as the pad he gave Mike. 

He grimaces as he reads a few of the messageboards. Pulling a 

keyboard towards him he irritably types in a reply to one of 

the messages from someone calling himself 'Edster': 

'Listen Edster, I know who you are and that you have about one 

brain cell in your otherwise bone-headed skull. You have a 

life-span of about one day and maybe one full second of life 

experience and therefore less than less than nothing to say 

about music, especially music of the 1980s. Echo And The 

Bunnymen were not a New Wave band. They were beyond genre. I 

was there and you weren't. I met them and you didn't. Stick to 

Kajagoogoo and BROS - they're more your Neanderthal pop-u-list 

hush-hush level. Ciao, ciao!' 

Evel takes especial care over italicizing the emphasized words 

and band names, repeatedly checking the message before posting 

it. He smiles as it appears online. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's telling you, twerp. They 

should never have let peasants onto 

the internet. 
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Evel tries to concentrate but his eyes keep going back to the 

letter in his hand and he reads it again, wincing. 

BURDETT (BIRDY) DOCKER (VO) 

In view of recent events affecting 

interests of the Docker Media Group, 

we invite you as a former valued 

employee to a meeting this evening at 

eight promptly. It will be held at out 

printing offices in Wapping. You are 

asked to attend in an informal and 

advisory capacity. No legal counsel 

or other representation is required. 

We look forward to seeing you at the 

appointed time. 

(Birdy's accent is hard to pin down - not English or American 

or Australian or New Zealand or South Africa, exactly.) 

EVEL TYLER 

I'll bet you do, Birdy. Death 

warrants are usually more polite. But 

you're foreign, of course. What the 

hell kind of evil accent is that, 

anyway? 

Evel takes out his cellphone and dials Dumpy, notices his hands 

shake and makes an effort to stop them. 

EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy, out of my voicemails from Merv 

the Perv, which one was the most 

threatening? Pipe it into my home 

entertainment system here. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

This one, hon. 

The plasma screen shows a picture of Elke Mervyn and her voice 

booms through the speakers, making Evel wince. 

ELKE MERVYN (VOICEMAIL RECORDING) 

Tyler, you scummy little treacherous 

hatchet faced maggot. I know you've 

sold us out now and so does Birdy and 

Deck. They'll bury you deeper than 

Robert Maxwell in his watery grave. 

You'll be hearing from all of us up 
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close and personal, you skanky little 

Quisling she-male... 

Dumpy cuts off the voicemail recording. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

There's a lot more but you get the 

idea. 

EVEL TYLER 

I get it. Merv needs to get her gender 

terminology straight as usual. 

Dumpy, I need a favour before I get 

dressed. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Anything for thee, you wicked man! 

EVEL TYLER 

Pray for me. 

(beat) 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

If its that serious, as only a 

dedicated hacker Buddhist can. 

EVEL TYLER 

And in between the chanting or 

whatever it is you do, screw up the 

account of that mouthy blogger Edster 

for me, too. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

You are truly the yin and the yang, 

baby. It is done. 

Dumpy rings off. Evel stares at the letter. 

EVEL TYLER 

Actually I think I'm done. 

INT. BATHROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  DAY 

Bathroom is lavish and decorated in 1980s style. It also has 

all available wall and ceiling space filled by framed covers 

and articles about or by Evel. 
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He relaxes uneasily in a Jacuzzi hot tub as 1980s heavy metal 

pipes in from large speakers mounted around the bathroom. 

Evel get out of the tub in a towel and goes to a double sink. 

One is filled with ice cubes and cold water, the other steaming 

hot. He repeatedly dunks his head in each, looks at himself close 

in the mirror. 

His hair is thinning and he looks jaded. He combs his hair back 

and applies a large dose of facial cream from a huge cabinet 

full of male cosmetics, wipes it off and goes out. 

INT. DRESSING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  DAY 

Walls and ceiling are again filled with rows of identically 

framed magazine covers and articles about and by Evel. 

Watching himself in multiple mirrors Evel dresses, taking 

clothes out of a massive walk in wardrobe. Room is stuffed with 

vintage 1980s and modern designer clothes but again the taste 

is off-key, a bit too flashy and self conscious. 

Ironing boards, irons, a clothes press and other equipment for 

clothes care are fastidiously arranged in one section, a sense 

of obsessive attention to detail. 

The letter from Birdy Docker lies on a vanity table and he 

glances over at it occasionally, nervous. 

Finally Evel is satisfied - white pressed trousers, silvery 

casual jacket, red 'Corvette Summer' movie promotional t-shirt, 

two tone shoes like Michael Jackson's 'Billie Jean' video, huge 

mirrored sunglasses and a gold medallion monogrammed with his 

brand. 

He admires himself in the mirror and salutes his reflection then 

goes out, grabbing the letter on the way. 

INT. CORRIDOR, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  DAY 

The corridor's walls and ceiling have the usual rows of magazine 

covers and articles about or by Evel. He heads down it with the 

letter but hesitates at a doorway, goes in. 

INT. SMALL WRITING OFFICE, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  DAY 
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Evel stands in the Spartan and cramped room which is different 

from the rest of the flat. There are no framed magazine covers 

or articles anywhere. 

Walls are lined with glass fronted cabinet shelves and bare wall 

space above. The lower shelves are all stacked with carefully 

labelled lever arch binders and boxed folders. 

Top shelves all contain hardback and paperback books with Evel's 

name as author. Most are lurid unauthorized celebrity 

biographies and expose style books on rock stars and pop groups. 

A much smaller row on its own are fiction books by Evel, all 

from the same publisher. 

Against the far wall a simple table with only a chair and a 

covered vintage typewriter and vintage Anglepoise lamp. Evel 

blows dust off the typewriter cover and takes it off to reveal 

a mint-condition old Imperial typewriter. He gazes at it fondly 

and sadly then replaces the cover. 

Evel takes down a binder marked 'Dockers - Revenge', slips the 

letter he carries into a transparent document jacket, secures 

it in the binder and replaces it on the shelf. 

He goes out after looking at the row of his fiction books. 

EXT. BACK RIVERSIDE DOOR, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  EVENING 

Evel lets himself out of a discreet door in the wall of the 

building. It is concealed from the river by a high wall which 

then tapers off. Carefully locking the door he heads past the 

wall and the building onto a riverside path. Ahead are some quays 

with moored boats. 

EXT. NINE ELMS QUAYS  EVENING 

Passing a sign announcing the quays Evel comes to a locked metal 

gate at the entrance and unlocks it with a passkey on his key 

ring. 

Evel gets into a smart speedboat, revs it up and coasts away. 

We then see a concealed man watching from behind a wall. Nearby 

is a motorcycle with a helmet set on the seat. The man goes to 

the motorcycle and takes out a cellphone. 
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INT. EVEL'S OPEN SPEEDBOAT ON THAMES  NIGHT 

Lights are on; evening traffic. Evel steers the speedboat down 

the centre of the Thames, alone. He passes Big Ben as it chimes 

the hour, then past the Festival Hall and South Bank. 

He stops the boat, takes out his cellphone and calls Dumpy. 

INT. DUMPY'S FLAT  NIGHT 

The flat is small, crammed to the ceiling with state of the art 

computer equipment but also warm and feminine. Stuffed toys and 

cutesy figurines are everywhere, and a horde of girl band 

posters - The Go-Gos, The Waitresses, Bananarama, The Slits, 

a pop star called 'Isis'. 

A long line of glossy framed large photos show Dumpy onstage 

with a huge sign reading 'POP GOES' behind her. She is in various 

outlandish costumes wielding a microphone, performing. She's 

clearly been a contestant on the show. 

One photos shows her accepting an award from a leering Travis 

Bino. 

Dumpy is fortysomething, overweight and untidy but with work 

could be beautiful. She is in a garish child's dressing down 

watching a soap opera as the phone rings and a computer screen 

shows a flattering image of Evel. She perks up. 

DUMPY 

You don't usually call so late now, 

hon. Feeling lonely? 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

You could say that. Dumpy, the 

Dockers know where I live and left me 

a letter to meet them in Wapping in 

thirty minutes. 

Dumpy sits up shocked and alarmed. She switches on a tracking 

device for the phone that shows Evel's speedboat position in 

the middle of the Thames. 

DUMPY 

Don't go. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

No choice. They know. 
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DUMPY 

Baby, they didn't find out from me, 

I swear it. I never trusted some of 

those private eyes you were using. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

Neither did I. We were both right. 

INT. EVEL'S OPEN SPEEDBOAT ON THAMES  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel looks at the spectacular view of the City of London coming 

up. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

What in the world are you doing in the 

middle of the Thames? 

EVEL TYLER 

They can't know about the speedboat. 

I'm using it to get there early from 

a direction they won't expect. It'll 

put them off balance. I want you to 

monitor me from this phone. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Doing it already. Are you really sure 

about this? 

Evel looks at the phone and rolls his eyes. 

INT. DUMPY'S FLAT  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Dumpy presses a 'record' button on a phone monitoring device 

and tunes it professionally, looking worried. 

EVEL TYLER (PHONE) 

Do I sound really sure about it? Just 

keep a record. Gotta go. 

DUMPY 

Evel, be careful. I... 

Evel rings off. Dumpy checks the equipment again and sinks back 

in her chair pensively. She talks to Evel's image. 

DUMPY 
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I'll save your life as many times as 

I have to. Even if you never 

appreciate it. 

Dumpy strains, listening to the audio feed. She hears the 

speedboat motor start up again. 

INT. EVEL'S OPEN SPEEDBOAT ON THAMES  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel starts up the speedboat, heads towards the City. 

INT. EVEL'S OPEN SPEEDBOAT ON THAMES  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel's expression is one of mounting fear as he steers. 

EVEL TYLER 

Please don't let them know about the 

speedboat. 

EXT. RICKETY THAMES JETTY  NIGHT 

Evel cuts the speedboat engine and coasts to the side of an old 

jetty where he ties up the boat. He looks up the jetty and it 

seems deserted and is in shadows further up. 

He climbs up and walks down the jetty. As he reaches the edge 

several figures step out of the shadows into visibility. 

Evel flinches. It is Burdett 'Birdy' Docker and Cameron Magnam 

in full police uniform. Elke Mervyn steps out from behind them. 

They stare balefully at Evel who tries not to show his surprise. 

EVEL TYLER 

Well, so much for putting you all off 

balance. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Gotcha, you creepy little traitor. 

EVEL TYLER 

Merv, good evening. I see Cam there 

illegally sprung you like a good 

little lap pig. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Why you... 
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EVEL TYLER 

Hi Birdy, it's been not quite long 

enough. Cheers for the death threat 

letter. While we're here, anyone care 

for a ride on my speedboat? 

ELKE MERVYN 

You cold little spider, I'll... 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Say that again, junkie. 

Birdy looks at Cameron who shuts up and puts a hand on Elke 

Mervyn's arm. Silence. 

EVEL TYLER 

Nothing else to say? You all going to 

silently intimidate me to death? 

(long beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

Fine. If this is your idea of a 

meeting then I'll be off. 

Evel turns to go, concealing nervousness. 

UNKNOWN MALE VOICE 

No. 

Motion in the shadows as another indistinct male figure steps 

forward. He has a powerful sense of authority. The others make 

way for him but we cannot see his face. 

Evel recognises him and slowly takes off his sunglasses to hide 

his astonishment and dismay. 

EVEL TYLER 

This is the moment when I'm supposed 

to say: 'You are absolutely the last 

person in the entire world I expected 

to see tonight', right? But that 

would just be a dumb cliche, so I 

won't. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

You are absolutely, positively the 

very last person in the entire world 

I expected to see tonight. So just how 
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did I get to this not very good moment 

in my life? 

FADE 

EXT. PUTNEY BRIDGE, LONDON  DAY 

TITLES: PUTNEY, LONDON, 1986. 

Springtime, sunny and bright and a sense of optimism. Evel at 

17, smart and cocky and full of youthful mischief wears a school 

uniform and walks alone carrying a camera bag marked 'Property 

of Putney Art School' over Putney bridge. 

He takes a camera out of the bag and takes snapshots of the 

beautiful river scene, then expertly takes the film out and 

reloads. 

Evel goes down steps at the end into a public garden. A group 

of girls in convent school uniforms squeal as a raven or crow 

hops among them. 

It playfully leaps and perches on the shoulder of one of them, 

nuzzling her and she laughs with delight. Evel is quick and takes 

some on-the-hoof shots, capturing the moment. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

I'm seventeen, a poor kid from poor 

Battersea. I'd managed to get into a 

posh art school. Today was my first 

ever photo shoot. 

As Evel rewinds the camera and smirks at his own cleverness a 

nun materializes behind him and puts a warning hand on his 

shoulder. Evel freezes and thinks fast. 

He turns, smiles sweetly and politely talks his way out, 

pointing to his school camera bag. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

It was my first ever blag, too. I got 

away with it. 

Evel walks off cheekily saluting the girls, who giggle. The nun 

looks after him disapprovingly, shakes her head. 

INT. DARKROOM, PUTNEY ART SCHOOL  DAY 
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Evel prepares and watches his pictures developing in a tray of 

chemicals and pins them up to dry. The photos are good, vivid 

and well framed. Evel has talent. 

EVEL TYLER 

I was good. I knew it. 

INT. PHOTOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP, PUTNEY ART SCHOOL  DAY 

Evel hangs up his photos in a space on the wall, alone. Across 

the classroom a handsome and tall student Ollie, 17, with the 

glow of popularity, is surrounded by an adoring crowd of fellow 

students as he hangs up his pictures. No one pays attention to 

Evel. 

Mr Twill, the photography instructor, fiftysomething and 

dandyish, comes in and goes straight over to Ollie's group and 

vocally admires his pictures. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Being good wasn't enough, though. You 

had to be good with people too. And 

I never was. 

EXT. BATTERSEA PARK, LONDON  DAY 

Near a large Buddhist pagoda a trendy looking young woman in 

wild 1980s clothes with shocking pink dyed hair sits on a bench 

playing with a pair of excited barking small poodles dyed the 

same colour. 

Beside her at the edge of the bench is an expensive purse and 

big brick-like early cellphone phone. Unnoticed, Evel's hand 

appears and quietly grabs the phone and moves away. 

EXT. BATTERSEA PARK NEAR GATES  DAY 

Evel, in school uniform, carries the stolen cellphone phone in 

his school satchel and looks at it with pride. From near the 

park gates he looks back at the young woman and her dogs. 

As he watches she finally notices her phone is missing and bolts 

up looking for it. Evel smirks and goes out the gates. 

INT. BATTERSEA NEWSAGENT  DAY 
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Evel skilfully shoplifts a current copy of the 'London Musical 

Express', a bag of Liquorice Allsorts and a more expensive 

glossy music magazine while the shopkeeper is busy. He goes out 

unseen. 

EXT. BACK OF BATTERSEA NEWS AGENT  DAY 

Evel comes around the back of the newsagent taking a short cut 

to another street. He notices a delivery van at the back, sees 

a driver going to and fro with supplies and some cartons of 

cigarettes piled up. He hides behind some stacked pallets. 

While the driver is carrying some boxes in Evel moves swiftly 

and steals two cartons of cigarettes and runs away unnoticed. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

I was good at other things, though. 

EXT. STREETS OF BATTERSEA  DAY 

Evel's school satchel bulges with the stolen phone and other 

loot he has shoplifted. 

INT. EVEL'S BEDROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

The room is tiny, the children's room of a typical small council 

flat. Pop promo posters and pages from LME and other glossy music 

magazines cover the walls along with pictures clearly taken by 

Evel himself. 

In pride of place on one wall there is a complete set of the 

pictures he took at Putney bridge gardens of the crow and the 

convent schoolgirls. 

A skilful collage of cut out pop photos and his own photos 

entirely covers the ceiling. It's been made with great care and 

attention to detail. 

The room is crammed with photo and newsmagazines and books and 

comics, the room of a thinker and dreamer. Many are clearly too 

expensive for a schoolboy to afford, obviously shoplifted. On 

a small desk are sheets of paper in his handwriting - a 

manuscript in progress. 

Evel takes the cellphone phone from his satchel carefully out 

and tips out the contents on his bed. The copy of LME, glossy 
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music magazine, a couple of comicbooks and a pile of chocolate 

bars and candy and miscellaneous knickknacks spill out. 

He starts eating the Liquorice Allsorts first. He stows the 

cigarette cartons and other loot in a box under his bed. 

He picks up the copy of LME and starts reading, sitting on the 

edge of the bed, comparing articles from the music newspaper 

and magazine. 

Evel looks over at the cellphone phone. He reaches out but then 

changes his mind and smiles - an idea for later. 

He switches on his clock radio. BBC Radio One plays a current 

hit and an interview with a pop star comes on. Evel listens 

attentively. As it finishes his stomach growls and he gets up, 

hungry, goes out. 

INT. CORRIDOR, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

The flat is dingy and neglected. Evel has papered the area 

outside his room and halfway down the corridor with more pages 

from LME. 

He passes the main bedroom where the door is open. His mother 

lies in bed snoring. The room is full of empty bottles and dirty, 

almost a sty. He grimaces, heads for the kitchen. 

INT. KITCHEN, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

A cheap radio plays BBC Radio One, a continuation of the show 

Evel was listening to. He expertly prepares a meal for himself, 

clearly self sufficient. 

He puts food on his own plate and a cold meal onto a plate which 

he covers with plastic film and stows in the fridge with a note 

reading 'Mum - Please Try To Eat'. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Photos on the living room mantelpiece show a younger Evel, his 

mother and an unsmiling father exactly resembling Evel in the 

present. 
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Alone eating off a tray, Evel watches 'Top Of The Pops' avidly, 

enthralled by the bands. As it finishes he changes over to a 

news programme and watches with equal attention. 

Evel finishes eating and gets up. He trips on an empty wine 

bottle on the floor, curses and picks it up. He goes out. 

EXT. BACK GARDEN OF BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

The council flat is ground floor and has a tiny back garden. 

Evel takes out a pack of his stolen cigarettes and lights one. 

After a few coughing starts he gets the breathing right. He 

smokes several, savoring them, then goes back inside. 

INT. EVEL'S BEDROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel, now in his pyjamas, lies in bed listening to BBC Radio 

One. He stares up at his ceiling collage as he falls asleep. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Trouble for me was, my ambitions were 

ten thousand times bigger than my 

likely neighborhood prospects. 

INT. BATHROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  EARLY MORNING 

The bathroom walls are covered with newsprint pages from LME 

and other music newspapers. 

In his pyjamas Evel brushes his teeth and cleans up for the day. 

He stares hard at his reflection in the mirror, dissatisfied. 

He is pimply, doesn't look right to himself. 

He opens the bathroom medicine cabinet, takes some anti acne 

gel out and rubs it in. He styles his hair with an expensive 

men's mousse -badly- and goes out. 

On the canister of mousse we see a sticker reading 'Store sample 

- do not remove from display area'. 

EXT. STREETS OF BATTERSEA  DAY  EARLY MORNING 

A bleak rainy grey day. Battersea is depressing and grimy and 

poor and derelict-seeming to Evel as he walks under a railway 

bridge to a bus stop in his school uniform. 
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INT. LONDON ROUTEMASTER BUS  EARLY MORNING 

Evel sits at the back of the bus watching the glum streets go 

by. He takes his latest LME out of his satchel, reads. A colorful 

contrast to the grey world around him. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Back then my whole world was Vauxhall 

station northwards and Clapham 

Junction station to the south. Nine 

Elms Lane and Battersea High Street 

linked them with me in the middle. A 

grim and poor world I wasn't supposed 

to escape. 

Suddenly the clouds lift and the sun comes out. 

BUS CONDUCTOR 

Putney! All change, please! 

EXT. PUTNEY ART SCHOOL  MORNING 

Evel arrives at the school and hangs around the entrance. Other 

students including the popular Ollie arrive in groups, chatting 

about the day's projects. 

They walk right past Evel. Some stare at his hair and one girl 

giggles. He feels his badly slicked-back hair and is self 

conscious. Finally he goes in alone. 

INT. PUTNEY ART SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP ROOM  DAY 

Evel sits alone and apart from the other students in his class. 

He scratches at his scalp - it has become itchy. 

Mr Twill addresses them and there is an intense excitement in 

the room. Twill looks over at Evel scratching and frowns - he 

doesn't like Evel. 

MR TWILL 

Evel Tyler, stop fidgeting there! 

EVEL TYLER 

Sorry, Mr. Twill. 

The class giggles at Evel. He winces. 
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MR TWILL 

Fortune smiles on you, class. The 

Daily Goblin newspaper, owned by the 

famous Docker Media Group, has 

consented to my request regarding 

training placements. 

Cheers from the students. Evel leans forward. 

MR TWILL 

It's an offer for practical work 

experience with their staff 

journalists. A golden opportunity. 

Evel has a pad out to make notes. 

MR TWILL 

There are two placements available. 

Other schools are also involved in 

this scheme, so exceptional 

submission projects will be 

required. The judging panel will be 

myself and the editor of the paper 

Archie Sellicott. Good luck to all of 

you. Ciao, ciao, now! 

The class breaks up into groups except for Evel, who watches 

closely as Twill takes Ollie aside and encourages him. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

At last, the opportunity I'd always 

been waiting for. But I knew I'd never 

get in if I let old Twill decide. Like 

most people he played favorites and 

I wasn't a favorite. So I had to cheat 

in a smarter way. 

Evel looks round and sees Twill and Ollie laughing together. 

He goes out. His expression becomes resolute. 

INT. EVEL'S BEDROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel lies on his bed still in his school uniform, thinking 

furiously. He opens a drawer in his dresser and takes out the 

large cellphone phone. 

INT. KITCHEN, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 
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Evel looks through a London phone book and finds the number for 

The Daily Goblin newspaper. He dials it on the cellphone, 

muffling his voice with a brillo pad. 

DAILY GOBLIN NEWS DESK (PHONE) 

News desk. 

EVEL TYLER 

Is this The Daily Goblin? 

DAILY GOBLIN NEWS DESK (PHONE) 

Got a story or just feeling lonely? 

(beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

My name's Aloysius Twill from the 

Putney art school. I want to talk to 

Archie Sellicott the editor. 

DAILY GOBLIN NEWS DESK (PHONE) 

Come on, we're busy here. 

EVEL TYLER 

He offered two of my students 

placements. I'm sending one to him 

tomorrow at nine. 

DAILY GOBLIN NEWS DESK (PHONE) 

He's a very busy man. You sound like 

you're talking through a brillo pad. 

EVEL TYLER 

I just bought one of those newfangled 

cellphone  things. Just tell him a 

very talented boy called Tyler will 

be there first thing tomorrow. 

DAILY GOBLIN NEWS DESK (PHONE) 

We can always use fresh very talented 

meat for the grinder. 

The news desk rings off. Evel stares at the phone tensely. 

EXT. BACK GARDEN OF BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 
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Alone, Evel smokes more of his stolen cigarettes heavily. Around 

him he hears squabbling and shouting neighbors, the sounds of 

a fight at a nearby pub, sirens in the distance. 

EVEL TYLER 

Moment of truth, Evel. 

INT. ARCHIE SELLICOT'S OFFICE, THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

The office is surprisingly small, the walls covered with framed 

awards certificates and scoop front pages of The Daily Goblin. 

Photos of Archie Sellicott standing with Burdett 'Birdy' Docker 

and famous political and celebrity figures. 

There are numerous trophies and framed certificates, all 

journalism awards. 

Archie Sellicott, grizzled, hard-bitten, sixty, a no-nonsense 

editor to his elbows, looks knowingly at Evel. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

You blagged your way in here, didn't 

you? 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm one of Mr Twill's class, sir. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

I'll bet if I called him now he'd tell 

me you're bunking off. 

EVEL TYLER 

Actually I called in sick. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

Okay, show me what you've got. 

Evel takes his photos of the crow and convent schoolgirls out 

of his satchel and hands them over to Sellicott. 

EVEL TYLER 

I took those on the hoof and talked 

my way out of trouble when the head 

penguin nabbed me for it. 

Despite himself Archie chuckles. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 
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You mean the mother superior nun?  

EVEL TYLER 

She looked like the raven of doom. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

You've got some talent here. Do you 

think you can just lie your way onto 

a paper like this? 

EVEL TYLER 

Well, isn't that what your reporters 

do to get stories? 

Archie leans forward so his face is close to Evel's. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

Okay youngster, I'll level with you. 

Initiative is what I need from my 

reporters. And this you have in 

spades and jacks and kings. But I 

prize truth and integrity in my 

journalists above all. Lying should 

always be the last resort. Journalism 

is a long and honourable profession 

and here we uphold the ethics of it. 

We're also good at digging up good 

dirty stories, but we play fair to do 

it. 

EVEL TYLER 

What's your philosophy, sir? 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

Get the story, write the story, sell 

the story. Never be the story. Lie 

enough, write too many lies and 

that's what finishes you. 

EVEL TYLER 

I hear you, sir. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

Call me Archie. All right, you're in 

until I say different. When do you 

want to start? 

EVEL TYLER 
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Right now. Please. S...Archie. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

I'll introduce you to one of our staff 

journalists, Neil Bullet. As of now 

you're officially his office 

assistant and dogsbody. 

Evel smiles and Archie guides him out the door. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

But I have a hunch you'll soon find 

a way to advance yourself. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

And that was almost the last time 

someone told me the honest truth 

about themselves or what they 

believed for the next twenty years. 

EXT. THE DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  DAY 

Evel comes out and punches the air. He imitates Twill. 

EVEL TYLER 

Ciao, ciao! 

INT. NEWS ROOM AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Everyone wears ID badges with their name and the logo of 'Docker 

Media Group International' on them. A sense of corporate 

regimentation. 

The news room is bustling. Evel is carrying two mugs of tea, 

looking around in vain for someone, being jostled rudely. 

Wardle, late forties, balding, experienced and also on the crime 

beat, types at his desk and notices Tyler. 

EVEL TYLER 

Anybody seen Neil Bullet? 

WARDLE 

He just went out on a story. 

EVEL TYLER 
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He's supposed to take me with him so 

I get experience on his beat. 

WARDLE 

You got landed with the worst of the 

worst then. 'The Bullet-Head' won't 

help out anyone. Don't lend him any 

dosh, either. 

Evel is embarrassed - clearly he has. 

EVEL TYLER 

So what am I supposed to do? 

Wardle shrugs. Evel is enraged, stops by a bin and loudly drops 

the mugs in. A few people grin wryly. 

WARDLE 

I need a tea, Tyler. 

EVEL TYLER 

Look in the freaking bin. 

This raises a laugh, even from Wardle. Lucas Bellator at 17, 

boyish and handsome and earnest, looks at Tyler from a desk. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Hey Tyler, need some desk space? 

Evel goes over, surprised at the friendliness. 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, Bullet-Head can't be bothered. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

I have to make do with half a desk here 

but you're welcome to some. We can 

share the typewriter. 

Evel is touched but hides it. 

EVEL TYLER 

Cheers for that. Uh, you're? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Lucas Bellator. Call me Lukey, 

though. I think you're out of tea 

there. Let's grab another. 
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INT. STAFF KITCHEN AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

There is a staff notice board and a few leaflets for independent 

rock gigs stuck on the board. 

In the cramped kitchen as impatient people go to and fro, Evel 

and Lucas awkwardly try to talk over mugs of tea. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

I joined on the same scheme as you. 

They put me on the political and 

business desk. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's the best beat on the paper. 

Who'd you have to sleep with? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Actually I think the best beat, the 

most fun anyway, is Entertainment. 

EVEL TYLER 

No hope of me getting in there. I 

can't even get started with crime. 

Evel's attention is caught by one of the rock gig leaflets. The 

date on it is for that evening. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

The PolBus desk has an opportunity 

for another guy. I could talk to the 

political editor for you, he's great. 

A real mentor. How about it? 

(long beat) 

Evel thinks hard but he doesn't want charity from anyone. 

EVEL TYLER 

I just had an idea. Maybe if I can't 

get a beat of my own I should invent 

one instead. Archie said his door is 

always open to a story. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

If you need something to work with 

we've got a drawer full of those 

Instamatic cameras. Want one? 
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EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, thanks. I'll have to do this on 

my own time. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

He was almost the only real friend I 

ever made. I didn't even know it. 

INT. DINGY PUB VENUE  NIGHT 

Near midnight in a bustling pub with an indie band playing on 

a small stage to a small group of dedicated fans. It's chaotic 

and exciting. 

Posters and T-shirts and pin-on buttons are on sale in a corner 

and the pub is decorated with posters and photos of the band 

- they are enterprising, merchandising themselves. 

Evel notices this with interest, then tries pictures with an 

Instamatic camera against the audience jostling him at every 

turn. He can't get a clear shot. 

He leaps on stage and finally gets some clear shots. The audience 

roars. Bouncers are about to grab Evel when he takes out his 

employee ID badge from The Daily Goblin, holds it up. 

EVEL TYLER 

Press! I'm writing you guys up for The 

Daily Goblin! 

The band immediately become friendly and the audience cheers 

Evel. He jumps down from the stage and makes his escape. 

INT. ARCHIE SELLICOT'S OFFICE, THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Evel, carrying a few music newspapers, sits in Archie's office 

looking exhausted from the night before. Archie reads Evel's 

typed copy and looks doubtfully at the gig pictures. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

The Goblin doesn't cover gigs or 

concerts unless they're really big 

events, you understand. 

Evel slaps the music newspapers down on Archie's desk. 

EVEL TYLER 
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Archie, do you know how many copies 

these music rags sell every week? 

London Musical Express moves twenty 

five thousand copies a week. Brand 

New Music and Mystery Gig fifteen 

thousand each. These papers sell 

nationally, like us. There's a big 

reading audience in the music market 

we're not reaching. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

How do you figure that? 

EVEL TYLER 

We've got a longer reach, we're 

cheaper and we can do almost the same 

thing for a fraction of the outlay. 

These rags all cost ten times a copy 

of the Goblin. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

That's because they're specialists. 

EVEL TYLER 

If we added a page doing the same 

thing in a punchy and entertaining 

way there's a whole extra potential 

readership there. And, this is the 

most important thing, they get it at 

no extra cost. I need just one regular 

page to work with. Not in the 

Entertainment section and under my 

own byline. I'll go to the gigs on my 

own time and won't claim expenses. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

I can give you one page a week with 

your byline in the consumer goods 

advertising section. You can go in 

today if you're quick. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'll bring you in a whole new 

audience. Thanks, Archie. I'll get 

down to the typesetters right now. 

Evel rushes out, elated. Archie sits back, smiles slightly. 
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ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

Little hustler. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

And that's how 'Down And Dirty Music' 

was born. 

INT. BATTERSEA NEWSAGENT  DAY 

Evel buys several copies of The Daily Goblin. 

INT. LONDON UNDERGROUND TRAIN CARRIAGE  MORNING 

Evel opens the paper, hunting for his page. Under his byline, 

in brash titles, his column 'Down And Dirty Music' with the band 

write-up and grainy reproductions of his snapshots of the gig. 

Evel lets out a whoop and punches the air. 

INT. MONTAGE OF MUSIC VENUES  DAY/NIGHT 

Evel covers gigs of all kinds, taking pictures. 

INT. MONTAGE OF BACKSTAGE ROOMS  DAY/NIGHT 

Evel interviews all the bands he covers after gigs. 

INT. MONTAGE OF EDITIONS OF DOWN AND DIRTY MUSIC 

Pages flip by showing the bands Evel covers and his photos. Dates 

go from once a week to twice, three times a week. 

EXT. DINGY PUB VENUE  NIGHT 

Strung out, Evel smokes outside during a break in a gig. He takes 

a pint bottle of brandy out of a bag, drinks deeply. 

A drug pusher comes around selling Ecstacy pills. Evel buys a 

handful. The drug dealer is going when Evel calls him back. 

EVEL TYLER 

Gimme some for the next gig too. 

Surprised, the pusher sells him a whole bottle of the pills. 
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INT. NEWS ROOM AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Lunchtime. Evel sits at his shared desk with Lucas Bellator, 

hungover and strung out from the night before, typing copy. 

Surreptitiously he takes out the bottle of Ecstacy pills he 

bought the previous night and takes one. 

Lucas comes in looking fresh and every inch the upstanding young 

journalist. He looks with concern at Evel. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Hey, you could use some food. 

Howabout lunch with the PolBus team? 

We're celebrating a scoop. 

EVEL TYLER 

Let me guess, you found out Margaret 

Thatcher's been replaced by Miss 

Piggy or something? 

INT. PUB NEAR THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Bellator introduces Evel to other journalists of the Political 

and Business team. The senior, Wallace, fifty, sharp as a razor 

and fatherly, is holding court. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Wallace, this is Tyler who shares the 

desk with me. 

WALLACE 

You're the first junior I ever saw 

carve his own beat out. Your own page 

before twenty. Unique. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

He won't let me write for it, though. 

EVEL TYLER 

Not enough space for an Op Ed. 

Everyone laughs. The atmosphere is relaxed, friendly. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

We got an exclusive. Someone's 

challenging Thatcher for the party 
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leadership. It's gone to press and on 

the streets now. 

Just then a paper boy comes in hawking the issue. People are 

buying it, excited by the news. Evel is bored. 

EVEL TYLER 

Never happen. She's too strong. 

WALLACE 

What do you think could bring her 

down, Tyler? 

EVEL TYLER 

When her own friends turn on her and 

stab her in the back. I saw it in a 

play once. That's why you shouldn't 

have friends. 

The other journalists laugh but Wallace is impressed. 

WALLACE 

Young man, if you ever decide chasing 

long-haired musicians isn't your 

thing, join my team. 

EVEL TYLER 

Cheers Wallace, but I'll stick with 

the sordid scene. I like it there. 

He takes out the bottle of Ecstacy pills, rattles it and passes 

a few pills out to the journalists, who laugh. Some take a few. 

Wallace is scandalized. Bellator is embarrassed. 

INT. DINGY PUB VENUE  NIGHT 

Evel is covering a band, taking pictures with an Instamatic. 

They finish a set and go offstage. Evel gets a drink from the 

bar and finds a copy of The Daily Goblin on a table. 

He reads the story about Margaret Thatcher being challenged. 

He sees the Opposite Editorial page by Wallace and an article 

under Lucas Bellator's byline. 

For a moment Evel thinks deeply and hears Wallace's offer again. 

Suddenly the band come back onstage. He drops the paper in a 

garbage bin, takes out his pad and camera again. 
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INT. NEWS ROOM AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Evel is sitting at his shared desk with Lucas Bellator answering 

the phone and typing. He makes a note on a pad. 

EVEL TYLER (ON PHONE) 

Yes, this is Lucas Bellator's phone, 

he's not here at the moment. You'd 

like him to cover a Downing street 

press conference? I'll make sure he 

gets the message. 

He puts the phone down irritably. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm golden boy's secretary now? 

A voluptuous but brash new girl goes by shouting. This is Elke 

Mervyn, 23, very flashy and pushy and beautiful, throwing her 

weight around in the news room. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Come on, I need a typist here, you 

lazy slags! Archie's got a piece in 

the evening edition! 

Elke grabs a young secretary and hustles her away. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

I thought I was made getting my own 

page but I was still a junior and a 

drudge. I was so desperate to get out 

of it I'd do anything. Which turned 

out to be a lucky thing. 

Wardle, getting ready to go, notices Evel's frustration. 

WARDLE 

Hey Tyler, interested in the 

nefarious adventures of the criminal 

classes? 

EVEL TYLER 

Anything to get out of the office, 

Wardle. 

WARDLE 

Southwark crown court for the day. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Great. I'll just set out that message 

for Bellator. 

Evel is about to spike the message on an office message pin, 

then changes his mind and crumples it up with a smirk. 

EVEL TYLER 

Who said he's good enough for the big 

time anyway. 

Wardle doesn't like what he's seen. Evel tosses the message into 

a bin at an unoccupied desk as they go out the door. 

INT. LOBBY, SOUTHWARK CROWN COURT  DAY 

Wardle stands with Evel in the court lobby looking at the posted 

lists of cases. 

WARDLE 

Okay, pick something out. 

EVEL TYLER 

Where do I start? 

WARDLE 

Choose a court, take down what's 

interesting. Meet you here for 

lunchtime. I'm covering strippers 

who used karate on their punters. 

Wardle strolls off and Evel shrugs. He runs his finger down the 

lists and picks one reading 'Crown versus Dumnatowicz, O.C.: 

Breach of company security and theft of information using a 

computer system'. 

INT. SMALL COURTROOM, SOUTHWARK CROWN COURT  DAY 

Evel sits in the small visitors seating area, ready to take 

notes. The court rises as the judge enters then settles into 

the case. The only other people in the court are the Defense 

and Prosecution barristers and a solicitor. 

Dumpy ('Ophelia Celeste Dumnatowicz') at 17 is brought to the 

dock. She is overweight, could be pretty with some effort, 

bewildered like a rabbit caught in oncoming headlights. 
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JUDGE 

Ophelia Celeste Dumnatowicz, you are 

charged with a rather unusual offense 

for which there is no precisely 

established wording. On April the 

first this year between the hours of 

midnight and six am you 

electronically penetrated the, er, 

data exchanges it says here, of 

twenty five companies via the 

computerised records system of the 

London Stock Exchange. You copied 

confidential share price information 

and printed it. Subsequently you 

placed those printouts in the public 

records section of Nunhead public 

library. How do you plead? 

Evel sits up, suddenly rapt with attention and taking notes. 

DUMPY 

I guess I did that, sir. I thought 

people should know. Do my parents 

have to find out? They'll kill me if 

they know I was using the phone. 

The judge smiles in a fatherly way. 

JUDGE 

Please address me as 'Your Honour', 

my dear. Now, am I to understand you 

plead guilty? You did elect to trial 

here. Would you like to speak to your 

counsel? 

DUMPY 

You what, sir? I mean, your honour? 

DEFENSE BARRISTER 

Your honour, my client is effectively 

a child and naturally confused by 

these proceedings. She may 

understand nothing of this. 

DUMPY 

No, I did what his honour said. I'm 

really sorry, I didn't know it was 
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illegal or anything. I shouldn't have 

used the phone plug either. 

PROSECUTION BARRISTER 

Officials at the London Stock 

Exchange were considerably alarmed 

by this...child's actions. 

JUDGE 

Pray explain these esoteric 

terminologies. 

PROSECUTION BARRISTER 

Effectively your honour, she broke 

and entered into not only the Stock 

Exchange computer but the records of 

a further twenty five companies. This 

was using a personal computer 

connected to the telephone system. In 

the wrong hands the information 

stolen could be very valuable. 

JUDGE 

I see. And was it so misused? 

PROSECUTION BARRISTER 

Er, no. 

JUDGE 

Defense? 

DEFENSE BARRISTER 

My client did not understand the 

seriousness, your honour. It was in 

the nature of a game gone wrong. 

JUDGE 

My impression also. Would the defense 

be content with a child's punishment 

for a childish exploit? 

PROSECUTION BARRISTER 

Er, whatever your honour deems most 

appropriate. 

JUDGE 

Young lady, you are an intelligent 

young person with ability. However, 
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you must understand that if you can 

take private information without 

permission, it does not make it 

right. Do you agree? 

DUMPY 

Yes, your honour. I'm very sorry and 

I won't do it again. 

JUDGE 

Well, that sounds entirely contrite 

to me. Following psychiatric reports 

you must sign a binding agreement not 

to use your equipment for this 

purpose again. You will report each 

day to your local police station for 

a duration of one month and serve 

probation for one year. Case 

dismissed.  

The court breaks up and the Judge exits. Dumpy tries to talk 

to her solicitor and barrister but they are already out the door, 

chatting and ignoring her. 

Left alone she plods out of the court. Evel stares at her 

open-mouthed, he knows he's discovered something valuable. 

INT. LOBBY, SOUTHWARK CROWN COURT  DAY 

Dumpy is going out the court's main doors. As Evel follows he 

runs into Wardle. 

WARDLE 

Whoa, there. Get me anything? 

EVEL TYLER 

Maybe. Sorry Wardle, I've got to 

catch up with that girl out there. 

Wardle sees Dumpy plodding away and smirks. 

WARDLE 

Everyone in the office says you need 

a girlfriend, Tyler. 

Evel is already through the doors and chasing Dumpy. 
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EXT. SOUTHWARK CROWN COURT  DAY 

Evel catches up with Dumpy, who moves aimlessly at a slow pace. 

She looks like a lonely child. 

EVEL TYLER 

Excuse me, miss? 

DUMPY 

I'm Dumpy. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's not my fault. 

Dumpy giggles. 

DUMPY 

No, that's what everybody calls me 

except my parents since school. 

EVEL TYLER 

I was at crap schools. You busy? 

DUMPY 

No one's ever asked me that. 

Evel steers Dumpy towards a nearby cafe. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'll take that as a yes. Ophelia. 

Dumpy laughs delightedly. 

INT. CAFE IN SOUTHWARK  DAY 

Evel sits with Dumpy at a table impatiently signalling bored 

waitresses. Dumpy stares at him raptly. 

DUMPY 

You actually write that cool music 

page in The Daily Goblin? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah. You read it then? 

DUMPY 

I never miss it. Do you meet rock 

stars? 
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EVEL TYLER 

Sometimes. Most of them are prats 

with more luck than talent. 

DUMPY 

Could you arrange for me to meet a 

rock star like Pat Benatar or 

Chrissie Hynde or Annie Lennox or 

Carol Pope? That would be so 

amazing... 

EVEL TYLER 

Carol Pope of Rough Trade? Jesus, you 

pick 'em. Maybe. Tell me why your 

barrister and solicitor ran out on 

you like that? 

The food arrives - a huge plate and hot chocolate for Dumpy, 

a small coffee for Evel. He watches queasily as she digs in. 

DUMPY 

Everybody ignores me. At home, in 

school, all my life. 

EVEL TYLER 

You really broke into the London 

Stock Exchange computer? 

DUMPY 

It's called hacking. And that's just 

what they know about. 

EVEL TYLER 

Okay, tell me a lot more. 

DUMPY 

Could I have another hot chocolate? 

Without turning round Evel shouts out, 

EVEL TYLER 

Two more hot chocolates over here! 

As the waitress brings them, Dumpy looks slyly at Evel. 

DUMPY 

Would you believe me if I told you I'd 

hacked into the Pentagon and MI5 

computers too? I just got caught on 
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this one because the librarians saw 

me and tracked me down through my 

library card. You just wouldn't 

believe some of the things I've taken 

out of systems. 

EVEL TYLER 

I believe. Can you hack any computer? 

DUMPY 

Almost everything I've tried. 

EVEL TYLER 

And you've never been caught until 

you made that one mistake? 

DUMPY 

Actually I kind of wanted to know what 

would happen if I got caught doing 

something small time, if you see what 

I mean. 

EVEL TYLER 

Small time. From now on you're 

working for me. And yeah, you get to 

meet rock stars, too. 

Evel gets up and throws a twenty pound note on the table and 

heads for the door. Dumpy is surprised, rushes to follow. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

I found myself a techno-anarchist. 

She didn't even know what it meant. 

EXT. ATM ON A LONDON HIGH STREET  DAY 

Evel draws out a thousand pounds in cash as Dumpy looks on, 

astonished. He hands her some straight off. 

As she counts the money flabbergasted, Evel pulls her along into 

a nearby computer store. 

INT. COMPUTER STORE  DAY 

Evel takes Dumpy around, making notes as she points at 

equipment. They go to the cashier's desk and Evel pays in cash, 
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handing the cashier an address on a note page and pointing 

emphatically at it. 

INT. ENGLISH TELECOM SHOP  DAY 

Evel takes Dumpy into this shop and they go up to the service 

counter. Evel picks up a demonstration phone, points at Dumpy. 

INT. NEWS ROOM AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  NIGHT 

TITLES: NINE MONTHS LATER 

A party is in progress. A full size poster of the first 'Down 

And Dirty Music' page Evel published is hung on the wall. Another 

banner reads 'First Record Breaking Year'. 

Evel is being toasted by Archie Sellicott and the other 

reporters including Lucas Bellator. Elke Mervyn looks at Lucas 

appraisingly, smitten by him. Wardle looks at Evel sourly. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

A year ago, Evel here came to me with 

an unlikely idea. I almost dismissed 

it. A year later it's among our most 

popular features. Stay away from my 

job, Tyler! 

Everyone laughs. Elke Mervyn doesn't - she looks at Archie in 

a predatory way and clearly has secret plans. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT (CONT'D) 

Down And Dirty Music now publishes 

three times a week. Evel, here's to 

you. 

Archie raises his glass as everyone cheers. Evel smirks. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Oh, yeah. 

Everyone congratulates Evel until Archie takes him aside. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

You've done better than you know. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm grateful, Archie. 
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ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

You made it happen by putting in more 

hard work on that page than any junior 

I've ever seen. I'm not the only one 

noticing. Someone wants to meet you 

upstairs. 

Archie steers Evel towards the building's lifts. Wardle is 

talking to Lucas as they watch Evel go. 

WARDLE 

So the little spider caught a fly. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Hey Wardle, I know for a fact Tyler 

works like a devil on that page. 

WARDLE 

Devil is right. What you don't know 

is that he can't be trusted. You'll 

find out. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

No way. He's a mate. 

Elke Mervyn has been hovering nearby waiting for her chance and 

swoops on Lucas as he turns away from Wardle. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Lucas Bell, right? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Bellator, actually. You're Archie's 

new assistant, right? 

ELKE MERVYN 

Among other things. They call you 

pretty boy but it doesn't do you 

justice. 

Lucas isn't interested but tries to be polite. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Well, thanks. You've really been 

making a mark around here. 

ELKE MERVYN 
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So have you. Not like that little 

creep who just went upstairs. You 

want to go upstairs? 

(beat) 

Lucas isn't sure where this is leading. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Well, I guess we're all ambitious. 

ELKE MERVYN 

I'm going upstairs too, later. Hush 

hush stuff. I have to go alone but you 

can climb with me anytime. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Sounds tempting. 

Lucas says it ironically but Elke doesn't pick it up and kisses 

him lightly on the cheek. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Onwards and upwards, darlin'. 

Elke moves away, joins the party. Lucas wipes his cheek. His 

hand is smeared with lipstick. He grimaces. 

INT. BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER'S PRIVATE OFFICE  NIGHT 

The office is immense, deep carpeted, panelled even more richly 

than the corridor and has a bar with stools along one full wall. 

A huge picture window shows a panorama of London. 

Burdett 'Birdy' Docker, late fifties but looks older and very 

predatory and dangerous, sits behind an immense desk. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

So you're the young man making such 

a splash. 

ARCHIE SELLICOTT 

Evel Tyler, meet Burdett Docker, the 

head of our group. 

EVEL TYLER 

I still like the paper, Mr. Docker. 
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Docker is surprised - not the appeal to the boss expected. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

You think fast on your feet. You're 

a smartass. That seems to be worth at 

least ten thousand more readers on 

the days your page appears in my 

paper. I don't like you at all. 

EVEL TYLER 

What's not to like, Birdy? 

Archie catches his breath. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Don't ever do that again. I don't like 

that you could take your success 

somewhere else. You know it and I know 

it. 

EVEL TYLER 

So what's the offer? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

You keep what you've got now. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's very generous. Mr.Docker. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

More sensible than I thought. Okay 

Archie, I'll take it from here. Don't 

let that mob of yours downstairs get 

out of hand again. 

Archie leaves. Evel hasn't missed Docker's offhand tone. When 

the door closes Docker goes to the bar indicating Evel sit on 

a stool. 

Docker goes behind the bar and mixes them two elaborate drinks. 

They toast each other. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's the second most delicious 

drink I've ever tasted. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Archie didn't underestimate you. 
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Evel takes the cue to be silent. Docker smiles. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Good. Young man, the newspaper 

business is growing fast. It's 

changing at an accelerating rate. 

We're in the satellite TV age now with 

a global reach. Soon we'll be in the 

computer age and who knows where that 

will lead. Do you have any inkling 

where it's going? 

EVEL TYLER 

The same place it's going now but a 

whole lot faster. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

I believe so. And I need smart 

journalists who understand that and 

can adapt to it, set the agenda. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm kind of working on a computer 

angle myself. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Most of all I need dynamic people who 

get the story first. You didn't wait 

for things to come to you. You went 

out and invented your own beat and 

found your own stories for it. 

EVEL TYLER 

You should see the stuff I haven't 

printed. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

I like your initiative. I admire your 

ruthlessness. You are not leaving 

this newspaper. 

EVEL TYLER 

I've had offers Mr. Docker, but I've 

always turned them down. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

You're wise, and a wiseacre. You know 

I have to give you something. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Only to incentivize the rest of them. 

Evel points to the floor. Docker is impressed. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

So you understand office politics 

too. I wish my children did. They're 

about your age and never had to fight 

for anything. I'm not confident about 

handing my media empire over to them, 

which might be an opportunity for 

you. 

EVEL TYLER 

Wow, tell me more, dad. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Shut up and listen. My very large and 

well-resourced organization is 

expanding into commercial 

publishing, merchandising, other 

broadcasting and new media. The 

frontier is up for grabs. You will 

have more chances to make your mark. 

Expand and adapt your operations 

accordingly. 

EVEL TYLER 

Where's the uncharted territory? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

I hear you're good at making up 

stories. You've been doing it on that 

page of yours. Amplify it. 

Fictionalize it. 

EVEL TYLER 

I can do that. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Fiction is the future. News gathering 

is now becoming espionage. 

Intercepting phone calls, 

communications. Think like a spy and 

get the equipment of a spy. 

EVEL TYLER 
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I can do that too. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Go forth and sin but don't get caught 

because the company will deny all 

knowledge and so will I. 

EVEL TYLER 

Before hiring me, Archie told me 

something a little bit different. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Get the story, write the story, sell 

the story, don't be the story? That's 

also something that'll be changing 

around here very soon. 

EVEL TYLER 

Which means Archie's out? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Sell me more papers. Don't confuse 

management with philosophy. 

EVEL TYLER 

That really does sound different. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

The philosophy is 'do as thou wilt'. 

(long beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

That's a criminal philosophy, isn't 

it? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

And it built everything you see 

around you. 

Evel bows his head, accepting. 

EVEL TYLER 

Okay, I wilt. I'd take an oath but 

it's probably a four letter one. 

Thanks for the lift up, Birdy. 

Docker points at the door and Evel goes. As the door closes, 

Docker mixes another drink and smiles. 
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BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Little four-letter word hustler. 

INT. TOP FLOOR OF THE DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  NIGHT 

Evel waits for the lift but it's slow and he gets impatient. 

Finding the stairwell he goes down it. 

INT. STAIRWELL IN DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  NIGHT 

As Evel descends he hears footsteps coming up and to his surprise 

meets Elke Mervyn coming up. She is startled, looks guilty and 

rushes past him. He looks back, smirking. 

INT/EXT. BACKSTAGE MONTAGE OF MUSIC VENUES  DAY/NIGHT 

Evel covers more gigs, at ease with the scene. Between gigs and 

sets he smokes and drinks heavily, takes drugs. He interviews 

bands. He's not an insider but pretends to be. 

He carries copies of The Daily Goblin, shows off Down And Dirty 

Music to managers, groupies, bouncers, janitors. 

The pace is punishing but he loves every minute. 

INT. EVEL'S BEDROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel sleeps in his clothes, completely exhausted. He has now 

papered his room entirely with pages of Down And Dirty Music. 

He now has a new landline phone next to the bed. Suddenly it 

rings, waking him and he groggily answers. 

EVEL TYLER 

Evel Tyler, rock journalist. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

Hi Evel, my name's Mike Prospect. I'm 

an agent and record producer. 

Evel becomes alert very fast. 

EVEL TYLER 

Wow, I mean yes, I've heard of you. 

MIKE PROSPECT 
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I'm sorry to call so late, I was 

supervising an album remix. Would you 

have space for an interview with me 

in your column? It's become 

universally known. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm a universal kind of guy, Mike. 

I'll come by first thing tomorrow. 

INT. NEWS ROOM AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Evel comes into the newsroom where there is an ominous quiet. 

Everyone stares towards Archie Sellicott's office. 

The office door opens and Elke Mervyn comes out with a box full 

of Archie's property. She drops it rudely on the floor. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Everyone back to work now. We have an 

afternoon edition to finish. Full 

staff meeting at five! 

She goes back inside and slams the door. Evel goes over to his 

shared desk and picks up some messages from Bellator. 

EVEL TYLER 

When did the Joan Collins fan club 

take over? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

We found out this morning. Orders 

from the very top. 

EVEL TYLER 

Birdy finally sold out Sellicott. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Almost twenty years as editor and 

pushed out in just one day. 

EVEL TYLER 

What did I tell you? So long, I've got 

a record producer and agent who wants 

to suck up to me. Ciao, ciao! 

Evel strolls out of the newsroom. Lucas stares at Archie 

Sellicott's former office with dismay. 
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INT. MIKE PROSPECT'S OFFICE  DAY 

A stylish rock agent and record producer's office with loads 

of framed pictures of Mike Prospect with bands and celebrities. 

Mike is 35, successful, at the top of his game. 

Evel is putting away his reporter pad and looking observantly 

around. He notes expensive computerised fax and phone 

equipment. He likes the success he sees and wants it. 

EVEL TYLER 

Thanks for the interview, Mike. 

That's some really cool computer 

stuff you've got. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

Fax and phone recording, all on a 

computer. It makes things a million 

times easier and I can dial them from 

a cellphone. 

EVEL TYLER 

So your important artists can be in 

contact 24 hours a day even overseas, 

right? 

MIKE PROSPECT 

You know, you're a sharp young man. 

Try this yourself. 

EVEL TYLER 

I don't have insider contacts. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

How do you think I made them? I went 

to gigs years ago and met bands, did 

the business like you're doing now. 

Musicians need someone to organize 

them. You're in the right place at the 

right time. 

EVEL TYLER 

Actually, you're right. 

INT. DUMPY'S ROOM IN COUNCIL HOUSE  NIGHT 
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A room with typical feminine touches except for being stacked 

from floor to ceiling with immaculate computer equipment on 

professional shelving. 

Tall rows of neat bookshelves contain novels by the Marquis de 

Sade, Comte de Lautreamont, Emile Zola, Dostoyevsky, Gogol, 

Arthur Schnitzler, James Joyce, William Burroughs. 

Evel is leafing through Finnegan's Wake with a sceptical 

expression as Dumpy finishes programming on her main computer 

monitor - there are several. She hits 'Return' and smiles. 

DUMPY 

Did it. The computerised phone and 

fax records of Prospective Music 

Management are open for inspection. 

EVEL TYLER 

Brilliant. Get me anything you can 

for his acts' current touring 

schedules. Anything personal on Mike 

himself. I need it. 

DUMPY 

I need a new fax modem. 

EVEL TYLER 

Whatever that is, I'll buy you a whole 

frigging wardrobe out of VOGUE 1990 

to go with it. 

Dumpy sets to work again, singing to herself happily. Evel shuts 

Finnegan's Wake irritably. 

EVEL TYLER 

If I read one more 'tip' here I'll 

gross out. You read too highbrow. 

DUMPY 

That's all trangressive literature, 

hon. My specialty.  

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah? I specialise in aggressive 

literature myself. 

INT. EVEL'S BEDROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 
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Evel types away furiously on a manuscript with the title 

'Nefarious Adventures Of A Fleet Street Slut'. Pages are stacked 

high beside the desk. 

On the bed are a pile of well-thumbed books on management and 

company law and legal papers incorporating a company called 

'Tyler Music Management Limited'. 

Evel falls asleep over the typewriter. In the corridor his 

mother moves about and bottles are tipped over. Crying. 

INT. BACKSTAGE AT DINGY MUSIC VENUE  NIGHT 

Evel closes his reporter's pad. Sitting with him are a band 

called 'The Hammered Poets', and their lead singer 'Crow', 

twenty, handsome, keen. Posters of the band on the walls. 

EVEL TYLER 

Thanks for your wise words guys, 

Crow. It'll publish tomorrow. 

CROW 

Thanks for everything, Evel. Why are 

you being so nice to us? 

EVEL TYLER 

I think you're going to make it big 

and I wondered if you're happy with 

Mike Prospect. I hear he's booked you 

into some real dives for your 

European tour. Disagreements have 

been voiced, yes? 

Crow and the band are amazed, but Crow is careful. 

CROW 

Maybe, but how could you know? We 

haven't even announced the tour. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm in the know, guys. 

CROW 

Where are we staying in Amsterdam? 

EVEL TYLER 

Some fleapit on the edge of town 

called 'Verwaarloosed Plaats'. Don't 
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ask me to pronounce it, I don't talk 

Foreign. 

CROW 

We're impressed. You got a spy at 

Prospective or something? 

EVEL TYLER 

Nope. I'm in the know like I said. 

Dump Mike, sign with me and I'll have 

you in three star places all the way 

on the same budget. I'm moving into 

management myself. 

The band look at each other - agreement. 

INT. EVEL'S BEDROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel talks to Dumpy on his cellphone  reading through new 

contracts with 'The Hammered Poets'. 

EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy, get me details for all decent 

hotels in the cities on 'The Hammered 

Poets' tour. Get me stuff I can 

threaten their managers with. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

I can hack into all the health 

departments of those cities and even 

plant stuff for you. 

EVEL TYLER 

Cool. If we don't find it we make it 

up. By the way, they want you as a 

groupie. 

Dumpy giggles and rings off. 

INT. NEWS ROOM AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Evel comes in jaded after a late night and finds his shared desk 

neatly cleared with a note for him waiting. He reads. 

LUCAS BELLATOR (V.O.) 

Evel, I thought over what you said and 

you're right. The whole desk is yours 
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now. I got offered a job on the London 

Sentinel and Wallace is there too. He 

says if you ever reconsider going 

into political reporting, look him up 

there. Best wishes, Lukey. 

Evel notices the whole political and business section's desks 

have been cleared. He reads the note again, crumples it. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

News was now officially a four letter 

word at The Daily Goblin. 

Evel looks up to see Elke Mervyn staring down at him. 

EVEL TYLER 

Congratulations, boss. 

ELKE MERVYN 

I don't like you Tyler, but I like 

that. Birdy says you get promotion. 

Elke stalks away to her editor's office. Evel straightens out 

the crumpled note and puts it in his pocket. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

And so was she. 

INT. BACKSTAGE AT DINGY MUSIC VENUE  NIGHT 

Evel watches 'The Hammered Poets' perform to a screaming 

audience. He whirls when Mike Prospect taps his shoulder. 

EVEL TYLER 

Mike. Slumming it? 

MIKE PROSPECT 

I heard these boys are going straight 

to the USA once they've toured 

Europe. 

EVEL TYLER 

I swung them into college campus 

deals. It's a start. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

I don't know how you did what you did 

to me, but let me give you a piece of 
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advice. Ripping off the other guy is 

not the way. 

EVEL TYLER 

You're a sore loser, Mike. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

I manage and produce people at the top 

of the business too. From here I see 

you won't get there. I'll still do 

business with you but I'll never 

trust you again. 

EVEL TYLER 

Trust is for pussies. 

Mike leaves. The band take a wild standing ovation. 

INT. KITCHEN, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel comes in exhausted to find his mother lying among broken 

bottles. He hesitates, then calls an ambulance immediately. 

INT. EMERGENCY WARD  NIGHT 

Evel sits smoking, bored, as a doctor comes up. 

DOCTOR 

Your mother has partial liver failure 

and aggravated ulcers, Mr. Tyler. She 

will need home care. 

EVEL TYLER 

She needs what you do here. 

DOCTOR 

Beds are scarce everywhere. 

EVEL TYLER 

Do I look like a tax fattened 

politician? Do I look like a rich rock 

star? More relevantly do I look like 

a freaking nurse? What am I paying my 

heavy taxes for here? 

DOCTOR 
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Your mother is a terminal alcoholic. 

From what I see you're in danger of 

going the same way. 

Evel gets up and walks towards the exit. 

EVEL TYLER 

I did my job, you do yours. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel looks through some family photo albums showing his father 

and mother and him on family holidays, around the house, happier 

times. Some photos show his father working at a fruit and 

vegetable market as a loader, with work-mates. 

He smokes heavily, drinks from a pint bottle of brandy, looks 

at other bottles scattered around, grimaces. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

My dad died of cancer working the 

markets just up the road. My mother 

never got over it and was drinking 

herself to death. Pretty typical for 

our part of Battersea. 

Evel stubs out his cigarette on a school picture of him smiling, 

obliterating it. 

EVEL TYLER 

What the hell am I looking backwards 

for. There's nothing there. 

He grabs the bottles and ashtray, walks out of the room leaving 

the photo album open at the damaged picture of him. 

EXT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON  DAY 

Evel waits with reporters outside an exclusive Soho club. He 

is standing beside a police constable on guard duty, Cameron 

Magnum, 22, handsome, not bright but secretly very ambitious. 

EVEL TYLER 

Hey, want a smoke, bobbie? 

Magnam looks around - nobody notices him. 
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CAMERON MAGNAM 

Yeah, cheers. Standing around all day 

gives me the screaming abdabs. We got 

Isis here tonight. 

EVEL TYLER 

Isis the US pop star? She's here? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Yeah, some secret special charity 

gig. We're not supposed to say. 

EVEL TYLER 

Well, I won't say anything either. 

Want the pack? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Imperials? Yeah. They stuck me on 

this because I'm no good on patrol. 

Evel slips Cameron his card. 

EVEL TYLER 

Keep in touch. There's a crate of 

Imperials in it for you. And cash. 

Evel rushes off. Cameron looks after him in amazement. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

I got my first big exclusive and cop 

source for half a pack of weeds. Talk 

about open policing. 

INT. LONDON PHONE BOX  DAY 

Evel rushes into the phone booth and dials Dumpy. 

EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy? Me. Listen carefully. 

INT. EXPENSIVE HOTEL ROOM   DAY 

Evel opens the door of the room which is flooded with rich light. 

He sits opposite Isis, a flamboyant American pop star, 23, 

extremely beautiful but hard bitten and sharp as a razor. 

ISIS 
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I still don't know how you managed 

this or why I'm talking to you. 

EVEL TYLER 

Isis, I heard you were in town 

generously giving your time to a good 

cause and took the liberty of ringing 

your people here. 

ISIS 

You mean blackmail them with a 

paparazzi blitz. 

EVEL TYLER 

This way we both get what we want. 

ISIS 

An exclusive? That's not it. That's 

not what you really want. 

EVEL TYLER 

What do you think I really want? 

ISIS 

Power. And to abuse people. 

EVEL TYLER 

Sounds good to me. 

ISIS 

People will abuse you back. 

EVEL TYLER 

Story of my life. First question. 

ISIS 

I have something else you want. 

INT. ELKE MERVYN'S OFFICE AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Elke reads Evel's interview with Isis, glares at him. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Promotion ain't enough for you? 

EVEL TYLER 

Nope. 
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ELKE MERVYN 

We need this while it's fresh. Okay, 

I'll have tonight's front page 

redesigned. Congratulations, you're 

in the club now. 

EVEL TYLER 

Not the club I had in mind. 

Evel gets up and heads for the door. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Where the hell are you going? Don't 

you want to see the production 

monkeys make it up? 

EVEL TYLER 

I've got another exclusive. 

INT. EXPENSIVE HOTEL ROOM   NIGHT 

Evel opens the door and comes in. The room is transformed, full 

of candles and mysterious like a temple. 

Isis stands on a small dais in the centre with only a flimsy 

white robe covering her. Evel catches his breath as she 

disrobes, stunningly beautiful. 

ISIS 

Tonight, for you keeping your promise 

now and in the future, I will be the 

goddess of love. 

The door swings shut behind Evel and he starts forward. 

EVEL TYLER 

Wow. You got any drugs? 

ISIS 

You really know how to cramp a girl's 

act, don't you? 

INT. EXPENSIVE HOTEL CORRIDOR  MORNING 

Evel is thrust half-dressed out of the door to the hotel room 

and it slams shut behind him. His pad hits him in the head. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Bitch. 

He knocks on the door, nothing, shrugs, heads for the lifts. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

I went to bed with the goddess of 

love. I woke up with the queen of the 

slags. 

EXT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON  DAY 

Cameron Magnam is on guard duty as Evel comes up. Evel hands 

Magnam a copy of that morning's The Daily Goblin, he reads. 

EVEL TYLER 

They stick you on this kind of duty 

all the time, right? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Yeah. Wow, you interviewed her? You 

must be smart. 

EVEL TYLER 

Nope, you're the smart one. You got 

a minute to come round the corner? 

Magnam looks around - all is quiet, he follows Evel. 

EXT. NARROW SOHO ALLEY, LONDON  DAY 

A London black cab is waiting. Evel opens the door and the back 

seat is full of cartons of Imperial cigarettes. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Wow. 

EVEL TYLER 

Want a smoke? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

You mean they're for me? 

EVEL TYLER 

You are quick. Just tell the driver 

where to deliver them. 
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CAMERON MAGNAM 

My mum likes them too. Cheers. 

Magnam gives the cab driver his address, they walk back. Evel 

passes Magnam an envelope of cash as they go. 

EXT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON,  DAY 

Magnam resumes his post and he and Evel smoke. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

So I guess you'll be wanting to know 

where I'm posted? 

EVEL TYLER 

And for who and what. Tell your 

friends in the force I'm on the 

lookout for dirt on celebrities. Pop 

stars especially. The cab-full and 

cash are just starters.  

CAMERON MAGNAM 

You're better than the Calais 

hypermarkets. 

They both laugh. 

INT. ELKE MERVYN'S OFFICE AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Elke looks through copy and pictures Evel has brought. His eyes 

run up and down her until she looks up. 

ELKE MERVYN 

I'll use everything. Where do you get 

this stuff? 

EVEL TYLER 

I've got a dirty mind. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Dream on, meatball. This body 

beautiful works strictly at the 

corporate level. 

EXT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON,  NIGHT 
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Evel, carrying a camera bag, meets Cameron Magnam in front of 

the club and passes expensive import cigarettes to him and the 

other cops there. Everyone knows and thanks Evel. 

EVEL TYLER 

So what have we got tonight? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

I heard some government bigwig is 

meeting his boyfriend here. 

EVEL TYLER 

So? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Bigwig's wife doesn't know. 

EVEL TYLER 

Can you get me in through the back? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Sure. Got any more of them imports? 

Cameron takes Evel towards the back of the club and Evel takes 

his camera out of the bag. 

EVEL TYLER 

Keep the lot and I'll send a few 

cartons round. What's your 

philosophy in life, Cameron? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Well, there's one law for the rich and 

one law for the poor, so I guess it's 

'Get Rich'. 

EVEL TYLER 

Succinct. Your biggest ambition? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

I'm going to be Deputy Commissioner 

before I'm forty. I need to find a way 

to get promotion. Is that, uh, 

succinct too? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah. I can start the launch 

countdown for you. 
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They come to the back door. Cameron knocks, they go inside. 

INT. LONDON UNDERGROUND TRAIN CARRIAGE  MORNING 

Evel reads a front page story under his byline in the Daily 

Goblin detailing the exposure of a government minister as a 

homosexual. The photos were taken in the Flywheel Club. 

Turning the page there is a profile of a smiling uniformed 

Cameron Magnam. Evel notices both stories are being avidly read 

by other commuters. He smirks. 

EXT. THE DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  DAY 

Evel meets a uniformed Cameron Magnam outside and offers him 

an expensive cigarette. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Cheers for the story. I got those 

imports too. These are even better. 

EVEL TYLER 

What's with the full regalia? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

You what? 

EVEL TYLER 

The uniform, brainbox. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

They've made me press liaison 

officer. Now we can meet legit. 

EVEL TYLER 

I love the things money can't buy. 

INT. ELKE MERVYN'S OFFICE AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Evel brings Cameron in - for Elke it is lust at first sight. 

ELKE MERVYN 

I just got the call from the 

commissioner's office. Evel, I'll 

take it from here. I'd like you to 
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cover the Flywheel club tonight. 

Smear are launching a new album. 

EVEL TYLER 

Give it to a junior, Merv. I'm 

checking out 'Pan The Bands' at the 

Town and Country club tonight. My 

band 'The Hammered Poets' are playing 

and there's some new talent I want to 

check out too. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Birdy... 

EVEL TYLER 

Is on my side. 

(beat) 

Magnam giggles, watching the war of nerves. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Fine, this time. 

EVEL TYLER 

Every time. Now I'll leave you both 

to work out your press relations. 

Remember that corporate strategy of 

yours, Merv. 

Evel strolls out. Elke glares after him, smiles sunnily as she 

turns to Magnam who is intensely attracted to her too. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Whatever he pays you I'm better. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Yeah, I see that. 

EXT. THE DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  DAY 

Elke Mervyn comes out arm in arm with Cameron Magnam. They get 

into a taxi. 

We see repeated FREEZE FRAMES as someone takes photos. 

Nearby in concealment, Evel smiles and lowers a telephoto lens 

camera. Neither of them notice as they drive off. 
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EXT. LONDON ROCK AND VILE CLUB  NIGHT 

Carrying the telephoto case, Evel comes up to the club and checks 

out the marquee, then frowns. He goes to a nearby telephone booth 

and makes a call. 

INT. LONDON PHONE BOOTH  NIGHT 

Evel dials and waits impatiently. 

CROW (PHONE) 

Crow here. 

EVEL TYLER 

Crow, what are you doing at home? 

CROW (PHONE) 

Evel? Packing for the American tour. 

We fly out tonight. 

EVEL TYLER 

In case you've forgotten you're 

flying out tomorrow. Meantime, 

you've got an important gig tonight. 

CROW (PHONE) 

No, that was your important gig. 

We're under new management. 

(long beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

What the hell is this, Mike 

Prospect's revenge? 

CROW (PHONE) 

Nothing to do with Mike. We're 

managing ourselves. I figured if a 

loudmouthed twerp like you can do it, 

we can do it better. 

EVEL TYLER 

Crow, this is what's known in the 

business and life generally as 

digging your own grave and then 

cutting your own throat. 

CROW (PHONE) 
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It's just business, Tyler. Grow up 

and deal with it. 

Crow rings off. Evel punches the phone in frustration. 

EVEL TYLER 

You are walking dead, Crow. 

INT. LONDON ROCK AND VILE CLUB  NIGHT 

Evel watches a pop duo perform, staring up bug-eyed at a 

beautiful young female vocalist, Calliope Wix, 20. The keyboard 

player is Alderson Lupton, Evel's age. Thunderous applause. 

Mike Prospect comes on in evening suit, takes the microphone 

as Evel takes close shots with his telephoto camera. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

And those were 'The Museonics'. I 

think you'll agree they're tonight's 

winners by any measure! 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, with those measurements, all 

right. 

INT. OFFICE, LONDON ROCK AND VILE CLUB  NIGHT 

Evel comes in to meet Mike, looking at him warily. 

EVEL TYLER 

You knew about 'The Hammered Poets'? 

MIKE PROSPECT 

Only that they'd cancelled. 

EVEL TYLER 

Liar. You knew they ripped me off. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

Sore loser? 

(beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

Okay, forget it. I'm going. 
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MIKE PROSPECT 

Wait. 

Evel turns reluctantly in the doorway. 

EVEL TYLER 

Make it worth my while. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

Only you can do that. There's talent 

to promote here. 'The Museonics' are 

better than 'The Hammered Poets' will 

ever be. They're undiscovered so far. 

EVEL TYLER 

And you're managing them. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

As you've found out, management has 

a lot of pitfalls. You can have 

exclusive rights for all interviews 

and future stories on them. 

EVEL TYLER 

Fine. I can see they've got talent. 

I'll give them space in the column. 

I guess you can't be friends with 

whoever you're in business with. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

I think you're learning. 

EVEL TYLER 

But I'm not forgiving. 

INT. TALENT ROOM, LONDON ROCK AND VILE CLUB  NIGHT 

Evel is shown in by Mike. Alderson Lupton and Calliope Wix are 

waiting nervously. 

Evel and Al look each other up and down - mutual dislike from 

the start. Evel can't take his eyes off Calliope, deliberately 

ignores Al. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

You're the one with the telephoto. 

EVEL TYLER 
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Yeah. Mike tells me he's going to back 

you on a European tour. 

Al and Calliope look at each other, elated. 

MIKE PROSPECT 

That's right. You're ready now. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

You won't regret... 

EVEL TYLER 

Don't be too sure. So what's the 

schtick? You two selling this as a 

'Beauty And The Beast' act or what? 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

'La Belle Et La Bette'. 1946. 

EVEL TYLER 

By Cocteau. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

You were thinking of Disney. 

EVEL TYLER 

No, that was 'The Lady And The Tramp'. 

1955. But that's flattering you waaay 

too much, Beast. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Listen, you mouthy little hack, we 

don't need you... 

EVEL TYLER 

Yes you do. 

Calliope can't help herself and giggles. 

CALLIOPE 

Cavemen, please! There's a cave girl 

present! 

EVEL TYLER 

Ug. 

MIKE PROSPECT 
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Evel has agreed to cover the tour in 

his column. I think we're at the start 

of something special here. 

EVEL TYLER 

I think I am, anyway. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (UNDERTONE) 

Dream on; meatball. 

Evel catches what Al says and they stare with mutual hatred. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

As usual I was right. But not in the 

way I'd meant. 

INT. LONDON STADIUM  NIGHT 

TITLES: A FEW YEARS LATER... 

A rock concert of 'The Museonics' at its finale. Evel is in the 

front row staring up at Calliope and glares with rage as she 

kisses Al onstage while the crowd roars approval. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

The Museonics, comprising Beauty 

Calliope Wix and the Beast Alderson 

Lupton, hit the big time a few years 

down the road. It was worse. 

TITLES: A FEW MORE YEARS LATER... 

INT. EXPENSIVE HOLLYWOOD HOTEL CORRIDOR  MORNING 

Evel waits impatiently with some other journalists in the 

corridor. He keeps away from them and close to a door flanked 

by two burly security men. 

Finally a tall muscular man dressed as a biker, Marshall, about 

40, bearded and grizzled like a Hells Angel, emerges. 

Evel looks Marshall up and down - sees signs of heavy drug use. 

He knows a schemer when he sees one. 

MARSHALL 

Okay Tyler, get in here fast. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Well thank you, Mr Upholstery. 

MARSHALL 

I'm Marshall the tour manager. 

EVEL TYLER 

And I'm the guy who could bring your 

little tour down if you keep trying 

it on with me. Now gangway. 

Evel rushes inside. Marshall smiles sardonically, calls to the 

other waiting journalists before slamming the door. 

MARSHALL 

Be cool guys. This is just flushing 

the toilet. 

INT. ALDERSON LUPTON'S HOLLYWOOD HOTEL SUITE  MORNING 

Evel stalks angrily through the immense luxurious suite until 

he comes to Alderson Lupton who is in the middle of busily giving 

orders to various assistants. 

Lupton is well groomed, stylishly dressed and full of 

confidence, looking the part of the successful rock star. 

However his eyes are hooded, he is a little pale and almost 

cadaverous. The tour and obviously drugs are taking their toll. 

Evel sums it up in seconds. 

Lupton is simultaneously talking on a transatlantic call. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (INTO PHONE) 

Mike, Evel just came in here. Did you 

want to talk to him before I do it? 

No? Don't worry about him, he can 

wait. 

Evel grabs the phone and slams it down on the receiver. 

EVEL TYLER 

Don't play the bitchy impresario with 

me, Lupton. I'm not impressed. What 

the hell was your one man goon squad 

talking about,'toilet flushing' me? 

ALDERSON LUPTON 
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We'll get to that. 

EVEL TYLER 

And what the hell do you mean keeping 

me waiting out there with the 

stringers and nobodies? We have a 

scheduled interview and I'm 

officially on the press corps of this 

tour. Or had your tiny mind edited 

that conveniently out? 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Let's keep this professional shall 

we, Evel? 

EVEL TYLER 

Fine. Start by keeping your 

appointments. Alderson. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

As you can see, we're pretty busy. 

EVEL TYLER 

Bollocks. Don't mess with the press, 

Beast. Now let's get down to it, I 

haven't got all day. Where's la Bette 

Calliope, anyway? 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

She's at the Hollywood Bowl 

rehearsing. 

EVEL TYLER 

Keeping away from me? The interview 

was with the band. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Interview? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, that Down And Dirty Music 

exclusive I'm  too generously giving 

you. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

That's what you call generosity? 

EVEL TYLER 
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Did I make a mistake and walk into the 

House Of The Pretentious Jumped Up 

Git or something? Let's get started 

right now. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

You've make a mistake. There's 

nothing to start. 

EVEL TYLER 

Double bollocks. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Don't use that language with me. 

EVEL TYLER 

So what language are you speaking? 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

As of now, truth. You are off the 

press corps of this tour with 

immediate effect. 

EVEL TYLER 

No, that was the deal for exclusive 

coverage. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

I'm changing the deal. You may have 

noticed the tour has been far more 

successful than anyone expected. 

We're at a different level of the game 

now. I'm not satisfied with your 

attitude. 

EVEL TYLER 

You've sold out a few stadium gigs and 

so you've ascended to godhood, right? 

Come on; Lupton. Grow up or throw up. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Frankly I think you need to acquire 

some maturity yourself. Mike took a 

big risk and gave you a generous deal 

when we came out here. You've been 

behaving badly and our success hasn't 

been due to your coverage at all. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Who the hell do you think has been 

making the press contacts and selling 

you to the music hacks? They never 

heard of you before three months ago. 

This has all happened with my 

essential help. I work hard and I play 

hard. Those arrests were 

misunderstandings. They've never 

successfully drug busted me, either. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

You expect us to pick up the pieces 

for that? Face it, you've become a 

liability. I can't have you making 

this tour look bad by association 

with national media attention on us 

now. I'm afraid Marshall will have to 

escort you out now. 

Behind Evel, Marshall grins and hoists up Evel's bag. 

EVEL TYLER 

Has that leather ranch refugee been 

poking around my room?! 

MARSHALL 

Yep. My room now. Better view. 

EVEL TYLER 

Lupton, I'm warning you. Playing with 

hellfire will destroy you. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Mike agrees with me. You promised 

good press but been giving bad. 

EVEL TYLER 

You can't imagine how bad it can get. 

You think I can't see King Kong's 

stunted little brother here is 

feeding you half the drugs in Los 

Angeles to get you through the shows? 

It's written all over you. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Print one word of that and we'll sue. 
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MARSHALL 

And I'll bury you, mouthy boy. 

EVEL TYLER 

Lupton, you are mixing with scumbags 

who really will do you over. And as 

for the drugs they have something 

called Federal cops here, country 

boy. Your biker stash man here is all 

over their files. 

Al and Marshall exchange a glance. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

That's enough and thanks for your 

reportage so far. I hope you enjoy the 

gig tonight if you're coming. Your 

front row seat has been cancelled of 

course. Marshall? 

Marshall grabs Evel and frogmarches him towards the door. 

EVEL TYLER 

I will vaporize you for this, 

Alderson! I'm going to put you in a 

very deep premature burial! 

The door slams, cutting Evel off. Marshall comes back. 

ALDERSON LUPTON 

Odd. That didn't feel as good as I 

thought. 

Marshall takes out a syringe and a bottle of pills. He shakes 

the bottle and tilts the syringe, raising his eyebrows. Al nods 

reluctantly. 

INT. EXPENSIVE HOLLYWOOD HOTEL CORRIDOR  DAY 

Evel stands in front of the closed suite door in a satanic rage. 

He notices one of the other waiting journalists drinking a 

bottle of beer from a nearby mobile buffet. 

He lunches forward, snatches a bottle and flings it at the door, 

where it shatters. The security men duck and look at him in 

amazement. 

EVEL TYLER 
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Attention please! Somebody do Lupton 

a favour and get him away from that 

beardy vampire in there! 

Evel walks away. No one makes a move to stop him. 

INT. THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL, LOS ANGELES  NIGHT 

A massive concert of 'The Museonics' at its finale. Evel is at 

the back row trying to get a picture of the stage as he is rudely 

jostled by the crowd. His camera falls and is smashed. 

He glares as a deafening roar goes up. Faraway onstage Calliope 

passionately kisses Alderson and the concert ends. 

Evel rushes out the back way to miss the crowd, cursing. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Did I say it got worse? I had to go 

freelance and swore revenge. 

Opportunities always present 

themselves. 

EXT. THE HOLLYWOOD BOWL, LOS ANGELES, NIGHT 

Evel is unlocking a cheap rental car near the service entrance 

when he hears the doors bang open. Two roadies dressed like 

bikers drag Alderson Lupton to a van. Marshall follows 

watchfully, looking around but not seeing Evel. The roadies 

roughly throw Alderson in the van, laughing. Al looks heavily 

drugged. 

MARSHALL 

Take him to Dick Hardcore's place in 

Beverly Hills and get back here fast. 

Now move it before the crowd. 

Evel conceals himself and overhears. Marshall hurries back 

inside after the van pulls away and the crowd starts to come 

into the parking lot. Evel rushes to his car, starts it up and 

follows the van onto an expressway. 

EXT. LOS ANGELES EXPRESSWAY  NIGHT 

Evel's car pursues the van heading towards Beverley Hills. 
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INT. AMERICAN CAR  NIGHT 

Evel dials a number on a cellphone as he drives. 

EVEL TYLER 

Is this Dick Hardcore and not some 

retard sex slave flunky? 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

Yeah. You'd better have a good reason 

whoever you are, Limey. 

EVEL TYLER 

What's your philosophy in life, Dick? 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

Don't be a shit taker, be a shit 

giver. 

EVEL TYLER 

How do you feel about Federal charges 

for abduction and extortion and other 

grand jury level shit like that? See, 

I know someone famous is heading your 

way. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

You got a deal in mind. 

EVEL TYLER 

I have a very great deal in mind. Much 

of it pornographic and ugly. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

My specialty. Be seeing you soon? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, both of you. You'll like it and 

make ten times as much. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

Don't shit a shit giver, Limey. 

Evel smiles and closes the phone as neon light plays on his 

elated face. Ahead is Beverley Hills. 

INT. AMERICAN AIRPORT DEPARTURE LOUNGE  DAY 
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TITLES: A FEW DAYS LATER... 

Nursing a black eye and looking badly roughed-up, Evel waits 

nervously for his flight to be called. He keeps looking warily 

around the lounge as if afraid of pursuers. 

He flinches when his cellphone rings and he sees Dick Hardcore 

is calling. After hesitating he answers. 

EVEL TYLER 

Hello, 'Outraged Victims Of 

Psychotically Incompetent 

Blackmailer Perverts Anonymous' 

here. Would you care to make a 

donation? Dirty money accepted. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

You got a real smart mouth on you, 

Limey. Hope you're blowing town. 

EVEL TYLER 

The continent, actually. In ten to 

fifteen minutes. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

Somebody should have told you this is 

the land of the free, not the land of 

the free ride. 

EVEL TYLER 

You don't have Liquorice Allsorts 

either. Not the real thing. So it's 

not worth staying. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

If you were as smart thinking as you 

think you are talking this all might 

have worked. 

EVEL TYLER 

I guess you, me and the FBI will never 

know. 

DICK HARDSTAR (PHONE) 

Good. Just for the record, I have no 

idea how that dweeb junkie rock star 

Lupton escaped. But you've got really 

bad karma all around you, you're bad 
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news and good riddance, loser. Show 

your ugly face in LA again and I'll 

shove you in my incinerator. Have a 

crappy flight. 

Dick rings off and Evel hears his flight called. He gets up with 

his bag and shambles tiredly to the departures gate. 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

That was my one and only meeting of 

minds with America, leaving me with 

the worst hate-ache in my life. But 

there was worse to come. 

INT. ELKE MERVYN'S OFFICE AT THE DAILY GOBLIN  NIGHT 

Elke sits behind her desk, a few years older and thoroughly into 

the power and confidence of her job. She leafs through concert 

photos and note pages of scribbled copy. 

Evel sits across from her slumped with exhaustion in the same 

clothes he wore at the American airport. A backpack is propped 

beside him. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Not very good. You promised me 

exclusives. 

EVEL TYLER 

I explained, they got stroppy and 

kicked me out of their press group. 

ELKE MERVYN 

No, you just told me that, which isn't 

an explanation. And I had to wire you 

the money to get back after how many 

other screw ups? I'll use this but I'm 

not happy. 

EVEL TYLER 

Sorry to burst your bubble, bubble 

head, but things don't always go 

exactly to plan in the pop 

biz. 

ELKE MERVYN 

Editor in chief to you. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Oh, my apologies again, Whatever Is 

Less Polite Than Merv, Merv. 

(long beat) 

ELKE MERVYN 

Birdy isn't happy either and he wants 

to see you. Pronto. 

Elke jerks her thumb to point upstairs, sneering. 

INT. STAIRWELL IN DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  NIGHT 

Evel hauls his backpack up the stairs, tired and apprehensive. 

He sees Cameron Magnam coming down from the upper floor and they 

meet on the landing awkwardly. 

Cam looks trim and spruce, in a new uniform. He wears expensive 

rings and shoes. Evel looks him up and down. 

EVEL TYLER 

Birdy's treating you well, Cam. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Evel, welcome back. You must have 

been out of the picture for a year or 

so. 

EVEL TYLER 

Six months. America's not that fast. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

And you're right. Press relations are 

a dream. The man upstairs is 

generous. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm still generous too. Listen, I was 

hoping to get into a few 

hard-to-get-into clubs. Could you 

talk to the guys on your old team for 

me? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

I'm afraid I'm not doing that kind of 

thing anymore. 
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EVEL TYLER 

You're doing his kind of thing. 

Evel jerks his thumb to point upstairs. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Yeah. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's the way it is? 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

Thanks for the lift up, Evel. 

EVEL TYLER 

Now where have I heard that before? 

Evel goes on. Cam smiles, descends the stairs. 

INT. BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER'S PRIVATE OFFICE  NIGHT 

Docker sits silent and predatory like a coiled snake as Evel 

comes in warily, awkwardly carrying in his backpack, off 

balance. He slumps into a chair facing the desk. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

What's your philosophy in life? 

EVEL TYLER 

Be the story. 

Birdy gets up and crosses over to the picture window. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

My dilemma. You've successfully 

turned Archie Sellicott's wise 

advice on its head. 

EVEL TYLER 

You're the one who got rid of him for 

being too wise. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

You gave us a bad reputation in 

America. 

'Birdy' returns to the desk and picks up a file folder of press 

clippings and skilfully throws it to land in Evel's lap. He opens 
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it and cringes. The press clippings are unflattering pictures 

of him being escorted from gigs and a few security and police 

reports. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER (CONT'D) 

You were repeatedly put out of 

promotional events, arrested several 

times and there are even reports you 

were somehow mixed up with an 

unsavory character with the 

extraordinary name 'Dick Hardcore'. 

EVEL TYLER 

Field work can be rough, but I can 

explain. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

I can't have publicity grabbing prima 

donnas on my staff. 

EVEL TYLER 

I think you're forgetting you gave me 

the license to do all that. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

And you're forgetting you abused it. 

No one on the Daily Goblin is bigger 

than The Daily Goblin. 

EVEL TYLER 

What you actually mean is I have a 

readership you can't control. Down 

And Dirty Music is mine really and it 

doesn't need you to work. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

And that doesn't work for me. Which 

is why you're fired as of now. 

(beat) 

EVEL TYLER 

Fine. Kiss my readers goodbye. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Archie made the same mistake, 

thinking he was indispensable. The 
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only indispensable name in a company 

is the one on the cheques. 

EVEL TYLER 

I guess that makes you the biggest 

byline in chequebook journalism, 

Birdy. You're a one man morality 

discount, aren't you? 

Birdy points at the door. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

I won't say good luck. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm glad not to hear it. Do you know 

what you really are, Birdy? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

If you're lucky I'm what you'll look 

like in thirty years. 

Evel goes to the door and turns. 

EVEL TYLER 

Before I go I have a little speech to 

make. 

Birdy smirks cynically, raises his eyebrows. Evel changes his 

mind, won't give him the satisfaction. 

EVEL TYLER 

But you sold off your conscience, so 

you wouldn't understand it. 

Evel picks up his backpack, embarrassingly drops it once, Birdy 

jeers. Evel bangs the door shut. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Not so good at your exits now, eh? 

INT. STAIRWELL IN DAILY GOBLIN BUILDING  NIGHT 

Evel descends the stairs, crushed and enraged. Cameron Magnam 

and Elke Mervyn pass him going up, hand in hand. He glares at 

them. 
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On the landing above him they kiss and smile maliciously down 

at him. 

INT. DOORWAY, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel comes in with his backpack completely exhausted, banging 

the door shut as a taxi drives off. It's raining and thundery 

outside. 

He picks up a large pile of accumulated mail and sorts through 

the letters, separates ones marked from several literary 

agencies and puts them in his pocket. 

EVEL TYLER 

You know what's really wrong with 

you, Mr. Birdy Burdett Docker? Well, 

I'll tell you. You're a moral and 

ethical dead zone. You're a bloated 

capitalist corrupting pig. A 

poisonous enemy of real free speech 

and liberty. You play with innocent 

people's lives with empty 

money-driven cynicism and it's time 

somebody told you that who isn't 

afraid of you. Okay I'm a hustler and 

I destroy people in the press too but 

I only do that to the guilty. You 

don't make any distinctions and 

you've made your reporters into 

criminals to get stories and believe 

me, I'm going to expose you. There'll 

be nowhere to hide for you and once 

they see all the press barons and 

politicians will come down on you 

like the tax fattened vultures they 

are. As for Merv the Perv and that 

corrupt pig Magnam I'm going to grill 

them alive with you, and you'll 

see... 

INT. HALLWAY, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Coming into the hall Evel sniffs the air, wrinkles his nose. 

EVEL TYLER 

Worse in here. Mum? 
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INT. KITCHEN, BATTERSEA COUNCIL FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel comes into the kitchen and stops short in horror. His mother 

lies dead on the floor clutching her chest, a vodka bottle 

gripped in her other hand. Flies buzz around her. 

Evel goes slowly to the phone and dials. 

EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy? Get an ambulance over here. 

No, it's for me. 

Evel puts the phone down, staggers then sinks down in a corner 

and breaks down, sobbing. 

EVEL TYLER 

Sorry mum; sorry. 

In the distance an ambulance siren approaches. 

EXT. ST. THOMAS HOSPITAL  NIGHT 

Dumpy, wearing a sort of pyjama suit steers Evel out the exit. 

They head to the riverside and look at Big Ben across the water. 

Evel shakes a bottle of pills, disgusted. 

EVEL TYLER 

They only gave me a week's supply of 

painkillers, those mean bastards. 

What do I pay my freaking NHS 

contributions for? 

DUMPY 

I'm so sorry, Evel. I did look in on 

your mum now and then like you asked 

but she could be difficult. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm just surprised she took so long. 

Here's to you, Mater. 

Evel swallows a handful of painkillers from the bottle as Big 

Ben strikes midnight. He takes the literary agency letters out 

of his pocket. They're now ripped open and he's read them. 

EVEL TYLER 

On top of everything else not a single 

literary agent in London wants to 
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represent my novels and serious 

writing. The hell with them. I'll 

publish myself. 

Evel rips up the letters, throws them away and turns to Dumpy. 

EVEL TYLER 

They fired me at The Daily Goblin. 

DUMPY 

But they can't fire me. 

EVEL TYLER 

You still want to work together? I'll 

have to pay a lot less freelance. 

DUMPY 

Got any good revenge plots brewing? 

EVEL TYLER 

Oh; yeah. 

DUMPY 

I'll stick with you, then. 

EVEL TYLER 

Your mission is to gather all sewage 

with the smell of Birdy Docker and 

Elke Mervyn. And Cameron Magnam, he's 

gone over to them too. 

DUMPY 

If I wasn't respectably working for 

English Telecom now, in the computer 

security department no less, I'd 

swear you're trying to corrupt me. 

Evel laughs and looks at the river. 

EVEL TYLER 

I've always wanted a motorboat. 

FADE. 

INT. MONTAGE OF EDITIONS OF DOWN AND DIRTY MUSIC 

A quick succession shows the passage of a few years. 
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INT. RADIO STUDIO  DAY 

Wearing oversized headphones, Evel hosts a show. A hyperactive 

intro fades as he launches into his routine. 

EVEL TYLER 

Good morning London! This is Evel 

Tyler's Gross Out Breakfast Show 

where you get the best first and the 

best later, and some real heavy abuse 

in between. Yours Evilly is on a short 

fuse this morning because I hear 

Alderson Lupton to those of you out 

of the know, is trying to launch a new 

sorry solo album! I'll demolish him 

and his crappy record later. But 

first here's the new single from up 

and coming band The Boring Guys. 

Lupton really will bore you, but they 

won't, guaranteed. I manage them 

myself! They're appearing tonight at 

London's trendy 'Pig Traders' bar in 

the heart of the City. I'll be there 

but I come and go unseen. So get 

yourselves down there before I 

magically dematerialize, 

pop-a-ganderists! 

Evel sits back smirking as a mediocre pop tune plays. 

INT. MONTAGE OF LISTENERS  DAY 

Evel's show is being listened to in teenage bedrooms, bedsits, 

offices, kitchens, bars and pubs and schoolyards and 

restaurants and on the street. He's popular, influential. 

INT. ALDERSON LUPTON'S EXPENSIVE APARTMENT  DAY 

Al Lupton hear's Evel's gibes on the radio and winces. 

EXT. EVEL'S OPEN SPEEDBOAT ON THAMES RIVER  DAY 

Evel pilots a new speedboat to a rickety jetty, the same one 

he comes to at the end of Act 1. 
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EXT. RICKETY THAMES JETTY  DAY 

An old watchman ties up the speedboat and Evel pays him. Evel 

goes up the dock into the city. 

EXT. RICKETY THAMES JETTY  NIGHT 

Evel comes back carrying some flashy promo handout merchandise, 

a bottle of wine and some mail. He pays the watchman again, 

climbs into his speedboat, accelerates away. 

EXT. NINE ELMS QUAYS  NIGHT 

Evel carefully steers the speedboat in, ties it up, exits. He 

walks along the riverside path to a two storey long building. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel comes into the spacious room carrying his merchandise and 

wine and mail, sorts through the letters. There are several 

glossy magazines. 

The place is not as fully decorated or expensively furnished 

as when we first see it, but he's making a start. The drugs 

cabinet we saw before is there. 

A computer linked entertainment system, state of the art for 

the late 1990s, stands against one wall. He switches on the 

computer and checks a series of late '90s style websites. 

All the website pages have a trademark in the form of his name. 

He switches on the TV and checks a set of TELETEXT and CEEFAX 

pages that are similarly trademarked. 

Web and TV pages advertise bands and gigs he is promoting. He 

looks satisfied, opens the magazines. One titled 'SHEIK', a 

Playboy/Hustler like magazine, advertises an article by him on 

the cover. He leafs through to it, smiles. All the other 

magazines are similar with articles by him. 

Evel switches the TV to a channel where a frenetic ad for Travis 

Bino's new talent show 'Pop Goes' is playing. Evel stares hard 

at the commercial with intense dislike. 

INT. EVEL'S CENTRAL LONDON OFFICE  DAY 
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All around the small office are hung framed copies of Evel's 

published articles and magazine covers featuring him. He talks 

on the phone, someone we can't see sitting nearby. 

EVEL TYLER 

Travis Bino? Evel Tyler of ditto 

Music Management here. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

I cannot believe you have the nerve 

to call me, scumbag. 

EVEL TYLER 

Ah, you've read tomorrow's Down And 

Dirty Music I sent you. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

You're trying to kill my show before 

it even airs. I'll get an injunction. 

EVEL TYLER 

It won't help you, but I can. There's 

someone I want you to meet. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

I thought so. Come to the studio. 

Travis rings off. Dumpy is sitting hopefully nearby. 

EVEL TYLER 

I think we've got him. 

INT. POP GOES TELEVISION STUDIOS  DAY 

Dumpy, onstage in an outlandish costume, finishes a bad 

rendition of a popular song. Evel, Travis watch, smoking. 

TRAVIS BINO 

This is a wind up, right? Her? 

EVEL TYLER 

And I want her selected for your 

second season if you have one. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Or else. 

Evel blows a smoke ring then suddenly grabs and destroys it. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Like a puff of smoke, Travis. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Fine, but you have to be a panel judge 

too. My man for all seasons. 

Evel frowns, knows he can't get out of it. Bino grins. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Funny how talent shows are a 

contradiction in terms, isn't it? 

INT. LIVING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel keeps a distance between himself and Dumpy as they sit on 

a long sofa watching the premiere episode of Pop Goes. 

On the show, Dumpy appears in an outlandish costume, performs. 

The other judges give her a low score, Evel high. 

Watching, Dumpy sighs and snuggles up to Evel but he skilfully 

avoids her, gets up and works a cafe standard cappuccino machine 

beside the sofa, gives her a cup. 

DUMPY 

Thanks for everything, hon. Think 

I'll be a star? 

EVEL TYLER 

Looks like you already are. 

DUMPY 

The first time I met you I knew you'd 

bring out the real me. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'd like the other you to help the 

really angry me get some people. 

On the TV screen, Travis Bino announces the next contestant. 

DUMPY 

Bino's such a creep. 

EVEL TYLER 

Did he try it on with you? 
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DUMPY 

Of course. I told him I'm saving 

myself. 

Dumpy looks intensely at Evel, he's uncomfortable. 

EVEL TYLER 

I've fixed it so that no matter what 

happens you go to the final. 

Dumpy looks fondly at Evel and moves close. 

DUMPY 

I forgot to tell you I've got 

something heavy on the Dockers. 

Evel is delighted and tense at the same kind - he doesn't dare 

move away. 

DUMPY 

Very heavy. 

EVEL TYLER 

How'd you get it? 

DUMPY 

I hacked into the phone accounts of 

all those private detectives you told 

me you've been using. We've got a 

million texts and emails and things 

to sift through, all with their names 

on! 

EVEL TYLER 

That's what I've been waiting for, 

all right. 

DUMPY 

Never underestimate a 

techno-anarchist. 

EVEL TYLER 

You know the vocabulary? 

Dumpy play-punches Evel in the shoulder. 

DUMPY 

There is so much more to discover 

about me, you wicked man. 
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Dumpy is about to kiss Evel but he quickly goes to the computer, 

switches the TV screen to a Desktop display. Dumpy is 

disappointed. 

EVEL TYLER 

Okay, show me the best. Then we'll 

talk about you winning the next 

season of Pop Goes. 

Dumpy beams! 

INT. POP GOES TELEVISION STUDIOS  NIGHT 

A rehearsal for the season two premiere of Pop Goes is just 

finishing at a late hour. Travis Bino in full costume as a Jack 

In The Box comes over to Evel, who is looking though files of 

contestant photos and grimacing. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Evel, I have a problem here. 

EVEL TYLER 

Oh, it's Evel now, not 'you freaky 

gargoyle'? I agree. No matter how you 

dress and light up this stuff it's 

dismal amateur night karaoke. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Very funny, and I'm talking about 

Birdy Docker. You have any pull with 

him? You used to be his star writer. 

EVEL TYLER 

He thinks of me as his star Quisling 

now. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Well, him and his Daily Goblin are 

trying to flush us down the toilet. 

EVEL TYLER 

Sounds like a grudge of Merv the Perv 

to me. Anyway, you're doing the job 

all by yourself putting on these 

retarded talentless gimps. 

TRAVIS BINO 
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Don't be pretentious, Tyler. We're 

both in the entertainment business, 

yes? 

EVEL TYLER 

No. I write about serious bands and 

serious music. I inform and educate 

and entertain the classless masses. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Which of those three categories did 

'The Hammered Poets' fall under, 

then? 

Evel flinches and Travis smiles - this is a raw nerve. 

EVEL TYLER 

The 'fell under a train' category. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Serious bands, eh? I'd never let 

those greaseballs on the show. 

EVEL TYLER 

Meaning they don't go down the toilet 

with you. Flush! 

(beat) 

TRAVIS BINO 

Just listen for once, would you? If 

you want your girlfriend's 

impossible singing career to get 

anywhere beyond next week. 

Travis throws down a copy of The Daily Goblin which accuses him 

with the headline: MEANO BINO CRUISES THE SEWER! There is an 

unflattering picture of Travis outside a nightclub warning off 

paparazzi photographers. Evel smirks. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's Merv's style. You wouldn't 

give her free tickets or something? 

TRAVIS BINO 

She wanted to be a judge. Obviously 

I said no. I want to zap her and Docker 

back so that it hurts. Can you do it? 
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EVEL TYLER 

What's it worth to you? 

TRAVIS BINO 

Come on, I can't let Dumpy win. 

EVEL TYLER 

Ophelia to you. And she's an 

employee, not my girlfriend. 

TRAVIS BINO 

I'd be a laughingstock. I can't. 

EVEL TYLER 

You can't afford not to. 

(long beat) 

TRAVIS BINO 

All right. Otherwise the Goblin will 

put us off the air. More of this bad 

publicity could get us cancelled. 

Kill it, OK? 

EVEL TYLER 

Let's say there are definite half 

possibilities. 

Evel sets out several bottles and packets of pills and swallows 

them, washes it down with Vodka and then goes to a nearby 

cappuccino machine and makes a huge mug, drinks. 

TRAVIS BINO 

You should watch all that...what do 

you call it? 

EVEL TYLER 

Nuke juice. Invented it myself to do 

25 hour days. 

TRAVIS BINO 

You're headed for a post apocalypse 

scenario at that rate. Don't do it in 

my studio again. 

EVEL TYLER 

Or you'll do what? 

TRAVIS BINO 
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Frankly, I'm not sure you can deliver 

and I don't like doing business with 

you. Alderson Lupton has expressed 

definite possible interest in being 

on the show. 'The Museonics' have a 

new album out and it's already gone 

double platinum. They're even in line 

for a Grammy. I could sell the show 

for two more seasons with Lupton 

onboard. 

EVEL TYLER 

You get Lupton in here beside me and 

you won't need Merv the Perv and the 

Dockers to put you in a premature 

grave. 

TRAVIS BINO 

Think of it as an incentive. No show, 

no cheesy fifteen minute pop career 

for your sweetheart. 

EVEL TYLER 

For the last time, she's not... 

Travis strolls away twirling his cane and starts shouting at 

some stagehands. Evel growls with the rush as the drugs take 

effect and gets up but is dizzy and has to hold onto a table 

to stay upright. 

EVEL TYLER 

You've incentivized me, scumbag. I 

will vaporize those vultures. Then 

I'll atomize you. Lupton I'm going to 

eat; very slowly. 

Evel staggers towards the stage exit muttering threats and 

curses against Bino and Alderson Lupton. 

EXT. EXPENSIVE SHOPPING STREET IN LONDON  NIGHT 

Evel wanders alone past closed boutiques and bustling 

restaurants and night life from which he's isolated. 

He takes out his cellphone and nearly dials Dumpy, changes his 

mind. He passes a wall plastered with promotional posters for 

an upcoming 'Museonics' stadium concert. 
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He grimaces as he hears their music from a trendy restaurant, 

from a passing car. He passes a TV shop where all the TVs show 

an interview with Alderson Lupton. He stares, hating. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV) 

Yes, there are elements of the music 

press that dislike and attack me. My 

philosophy in life is, 'if you can't 

do it, review it.' 

Lupton and the studio audience laugh. Evel goes apoplectic. 

EVEL TYLER 

Lupton, you pretentious... 

Evel steps back and stumbles over a loose paving stone - the 

last straw. He picks up the brick and hurls it into the window, 

breaking it and smashing one of the TVs. 

An alarm goes off and people turn his way as Evel climbs in and 

smashes more of the TVs until they all wink out. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'm gonna review you like Satan 

reviews you in Hell, freak! 

With difficulty he hauls himself out and around a corner and 

escapes wild-eyed as a police siren sounds in the distance. 

EXT. BACK STREETS IN LONDON  NIGHT 

Avoiding prowling police cars, Evel melts in and out of the 

shadows. Taxis go by repeatedly. He hails one but it won't stop 

and he trudges miserably as it starts to rain. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel comes in soaked and dirty and completely exhausted. He 

collapses onto the couch and turns on the TV. 

It shows another, different interview with Alderson Lupton. 

Evel growls and switches it off, turns on the radio but it's 

playing a 'Museonics' tune. He gives up. 

EVEL TYLER 

No escape tonight, is there? 
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ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

No, Evel. 

Alderson Lupton is on the TV screen but Evel doesn't see him 

at first, looking around wildly. His hands shake and he sweats 

heavily - a harsh drug and stress reaction. 

EVEL TYLER 

Goddam, I'm hearing things now. What 

next? 

A blast of light and noise from the TV that makes Evel jump. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Who's the smackhead vicious hack 

Who's rotten to the core? 

E-V-E-L, T-Y-L-E-R! 

Yellow skuuunk, slimy puuunk... 

EVEL TYLER 

Oh, no. Get out of my head, Lupton. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

He's a dweeb, 

A little feeb... 

EVEL TYLER 

That's you, pornoholic. I saw you at 

Dick Hardcore's.... 

Alderson Lupton appears in changing costumes on the screen. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Leave us face it, he's just a weed! 

EVEL TYLER 

Just you wait until I get on air and 

online. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Bricks and stones won't break my 

bones. 

EVEL TYLER 

Get the hell out of my expensive TV. 

Get out of my even more expensively 

drugged head! 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 
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Or you'll do what? Kicking in TV 

screens won't stop me, you know. I'll 

get you in your mirror. 

Evel picks up a mug from his cappuccino machine and is about 

to hurl it then changes his mind. 

EVEL TYLER 

Nuke juice never did this to me 

before. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

How do you know it's the drugs? I 

could be haunting you. 

EVEL TYLER 

You living creepshow, you've haunted 

me since the day I first met you. The 

beast with the beauty. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

And just how could I do that? 

EVEL TYLER 

You made it big when you should never 

have gotten out of the pub band 

circuit. You owe me your fame and 

you've never paid out. Worst of all, 

how the hell did you get the girl, you 

ugly mutant git?  

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Calliope? She's out of your league 

and you know it. You had Isis for a 

night even though you had to 

blackmail her. You have a decent and 

intelligent woman who loves you. 

She's helped to make you rich and 

influential and protects you. Why 

this obsession with hating and trying 

to destroy me? 

EVEL TYLER 

Get this straight, dream demon. I 

have clients and I have employees and 

I don't belong to anyone. Who hired 

you as a guilty conscience anyway, 

loser? 
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On the TV screen the picture changes to Evel's small writing 

office. Evel (on the TV) comes into the office, takes off the 

cover on the typewriter and starts work. Pages appear beside 

him and grow into a stack in a surreal speeded-up fashion. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Why do you keep writing lousy 

malicious books no one wants to read? 

You can't even pay reviewers to take 

you seriously. But you still won't 

use your talent for anything 

constructive. 

EVEL TYLER 

Who the hell are you to tell me that? 

You're just a low grade pseudo 

intellectual halfway competent 

musician who somehow hypnotised a 

talented singer. You're a carbon copy 

Svengali, Lupton. A...a Xeroxed 

zonked out zombie zealot slaphead 

crap-head!! 

Rejection slips for his novels appear. The image of Evel reads 

them, crushed and disheartened. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

That's your real voice and you should 

write it down and use it later. Cheap 

nasty quips in cheap nasty columns in 

grubby tabloids are all you'll ever 

be good for, and you know it. 

Evel comes up close to the screen clenching his fists. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's not true. I write the truth 

against the lies in the media out 

there. 

Alderson Lupton changes to Lucas Bellator on the screen. Evel 

takes a step backward, further astonished and afraid. 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Everything you write and do is a lie, 

Evel Tyler. Why? I offered you the job 

you really wanted. 
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EVEL TYLER 

No you didn't. You offered me the job 

of sucking up to you and guys like 

you. I'm better than that and I proved 

it. 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV HALLUCINATION) 

We were the same. Young men with a 

dream. We believed in the same 

things. You could have joined my team 

and written for the truth. 

EVEL TYLER 

Don't lie to me, Bellator! Or whoever 

or whatever you are! You were the 

golden boy. They fell over themselves 

to give you the best jobs! I never had 

that. 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV HALLUCINATION) 

You had every opportunity I did. 

Everything was offered to you. 

Instead you chose lies and neglected 

your own mother until she died alone. 

EVEL TYLER 

No, I told Dumpy to look in on her. 

She was dying anyway and how is that 

my fault? 

LUCAS BELLATOR (TV HALLUCINATION) 

Because you could have helped. You 

could have been true to another 

person who loved and needed you. 

Rejecting your past for a lie, you 

have no future but lies either. 

The picture changes back to Alderson Lupton. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (TV HALLUCINATION) 

You torment me because I have what you 

won't accept in yourself, a real 

talent. You waste the great gifts and 

talent you have in lies and 

persecuting those you're jealous of. 

Like me, like Lucas. 

EVEL TYLER 
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Actually, I don't like either of you. 

The TV picture now switches rapidly between Lucas Bellator and 

Alderson Lupton. 

ALDERSON LUPTON AND LUCAS BELLATOR (TV 

HALLUCINATION) 

Liar. You had all of it and threw it 

away. Liar. You could have been more 

and you walked away from that too. 

Liar. 

They keep repeating with building volume. Evel screams and beats 

his fists against the screen but can't stop it. 

EVEL TYLER 

No, go away! 

He rushes over to the drugs cabinet, pulls out drawers and starts 

taking pills. Bottle after bottle, packet after packet. Finally 

he prepares and injects himself with a final massive cocktail 

of drugs. 

Evel swoons on his feet, eyes bugging out. 

EVEL TYLER 

Shut up, shut up, shut up!! 

He sways and collapses, everything goes dark for him. As he 

falls, in the doorway we see Dumpy coming in, staring in horror 

and rushing over to him. 

FADE TO BLACK, AMBULANCE SIRENS. 

INT. COMMON ROOM, HEMMING CLINIC  DAY 

A large institutional but friendly looking common room with a 

picture window looking out on a seaside promenade. It is gloomy 

and raining. 

A therapy session has just finished and rich but wasted-looking 

patients are going out as an attendant stacks chairs. Some of 

the patients look back at Evel with dislike. 

Evel sits with an older, svelte woman, Doctor Linda Hemming. 

DR. LINDA HEMMING 

Well, that could have gone better. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Sorry, but I can't pretend to 

empathize with most of those rich 

dope-head clients of yours. 

DR. LINDA HEMMING 

Everyone's here for near-fatal drug 

dependency issues, Evel.  

EVEL TYLER 

I'm here because I'm being haunted. 

DR. LINDA HEMMING 

Well, once you face them most 

hauntings tend to unravel. Rational 

explanations exist for even the most 

inexplicable things. 

EVEL TYLER 

I know it was all a hallucination but 

it never happened to me before. 

DR. LINDA HEMMING 

Maybe it was waiting to happen. 

EVEL TYLER 

What was it telling me? 

DR. LINDA HEMMING 

I think you were telling yourself. 

EVEL TYLER 

I wish I'd shut the hell up, then. I 

need to go clear my head. 

DR. LINDA HEMMING 

Don't forget we have an appointment 

at five? 

EVEL TYLER 

On the straight and narrow to 

glorious rehabilitation, doctor. 

Evel gets up and stalks out, ironically saluting. Linda makes 

some notes in a case book with Evel's name. She is writing: 

'Attitude - perhaps the most difficult and troubled patient I've 

ever attempted to rehabilitate.' 
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EXT. SEASIDE PROMENADE  DAY 

Evel walks down a deserted rainy promenade in an incongruous 

concert promotional anorak marked 'The Museonics'. A large 

building marked 'The Hemming Clinic' looms nearby. Evel stops 

and feels for a packet of cigarettes but has none, slumps on 

the rail. 

EVEL TYLER 

No nuke juice, no caffeine, no 

tobacco. I pay to live in a freaking 

prison camp? 

Evel gives up and trudges back towards the clinic. 

INT. EVEL'S ROOM AT HEMMING CLINIC  NIGHT 

Evel twists and turns and sweats heavily in the grip of a 

nightmare. 

INT. NIGHTMARE STAIRCASES AND CORRIDORS  NIGHT 

Evel runs in panic up and down endless staircases and down very 

long corridors resembling The Daily Goblin offices. He is in 

terror of something pursuing him calling his name. 

ELKE MERVYN (AS DREAM DEMON) 

Evel, you little sewer rat... 

No matter where he runs he is funneled into a dead end, finishing 

on a tiny precarious landing with a sheer drop. 

Hyperventilating he turns as Elke Mervyn in the form of a demon 

appears beside him. She seizes and bites his hand, strains blood 

from it into a fountain pen and forces him to sit at a desk that 

appears, writing in his own blood. 

On the paper he writes 'LIES' over and over again. Alderson 

Lupton and Lucas Bellator appear and kick him several times then 

vanish. 

Evel's mother appears and looks down on him sadly. He reaches 

out for her but she disappears. Evel tries to get up but the 

Elke demon holds him down, forces him to keep writing. He 

struggles violently and screams. 
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INT. EVEL'S ROOM AT HEMMING CLINIC  NIGHT 

Hyperventilating and sweating, Evel wakes up. He throws on some 

clothes and rushes out. 

EXT. SEASIDE PROMENADE  DAWN 

Evel watches the pre-dawn on a deserted lonely promenade, 

shivering as he remembers the dream. 

Hearing footsteps he turns and sees Alderson Lupton walking 

towards him with an accusing expression. He shrinks back and 

rubs his eyes, sees it is an older man walking his dog. The man 

carries a tabloid newspaper and throws in on a bench. 

Evel staggers over to the bench and picks up the paper, sitting 

to read. It is a copy of The Daily Goblin. On an inside page 

he sees an unflattering photo of himself and a headline: 'Creepy 

Cokehead Evil Evel Ran Out On Me And Pop Goes'. The withering 

article is by Travis Bino. 

Evel drops the paper, breaks down and screams. 

EVEL TYLER 

Why is it all so ugly out there?! 

He cries uncontrollably, buries his head in his hands. When he 

looks up Dumpy is sitting beside him. 

EVEL TYLER 

You'd better not be another 

hallucination. 

DUMPY 

I'm real, hon. I came down late last 

night to see how you are. I was 

getting an early breakfast in the 

kitchen and saw you rush out like the 

devil was after you. 

EVEL TYLER 

Merv the Perv is close enough. I think 

I dreamed her in her true form. If you 

were a dream demon too you'd be 

dressed as a space princess or a 

centipede. 

DUMPY 
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Bino dropped me from competing on Pop 

Goes as soon as you were out of the 

picture. I think he made a deal with 

The Daily Goblin to protect himself. 

He's really giving it to you in the 

paper now. 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, I know. I'm...I'm sorry about 

that Du...Ophelia. 

DUMPY 

I'm not. You needed to come to a place 

like this. 

EVEL TYLER 

They've practically Sectioned me. I 

can't leave for at least three months 

while I'm on the private 

rehabilitation program and it costs 

a fortune to boot. I don't think it's 

really helping. 

DUMPY 

Maybe more than you know. Give it a 

chance. 

EVEL TYLER 

I guess I owe you my life. 

DUMPY 

Oh, maybe somebody else would have 

come into your secret lair by 

accident and recognized the 

symptoms, dialled 999 and kept your 

identity and address secret at the 

hospital. It happens all the time. 

Evel laughs bitterly. 

EVEL TYLER 

So what am I going to do now? Bino's 

really asking for it. There's a 

billion other things to do. Meanwhile 

I'm stuck here with nightmares like 

you wouldn't believe while the drugs 

leech out of my system with all the 

speed of molasses in Siberia. 
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DUMPY 

Evel, you're more than established. 

You can pick and choose the work you 

really want to do. Focus on the 

important stuff. You don't have to 

grind your way through the media life 

until it kills you. I can live without 

being famous. 

EVEL TYLER 

But I can't live with them laughing 

at me. I just will not tolerate Birdy 

Docker winning. I can't... 

Dumpy puts a finger on Evel's lips. 

DUMPY 

I can't live with seeing you like 

this. Get well. Then we'll see. 

Evel slumps back, closing his eyes. Dumpy tentatively puts a 

hand on his shoulder. 

EVEL TYLER 

The first one I'll demolish when I get 

back is Lupton. This is really all his 

fault. 

Dumpy reaches into a bag and hands Evel a carton of his favourite 

cigarettes. 

DUMPY 

Survival gear. 

EVEL TYLER 

Some Liquorice Allsorts would have 

made it perfect. 

DUMPY 

Maybe next time. 

She takes an open pack out of her pocket, takes two and lights 

them, handing him one. She skilfully blows a smoke ring. 

EVEL TYLER 

Those aren't allowed at the clinic. 

Too much temptation, the lady says. 

DUMPY 
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Oscar Wilde said 'I can resist 

everything except temptation'. 

EVEL TYLER 

Sounds transgressive. 

They both smile and look at the sea as the sun rises. 

INT. COUNTRY RAIL STATION  DAWN 

Evel waits on a deserted platform. There's an idyllic quiet with 

birds singing and the light is fresh and soft. 

He looks healthier and revitalized and breathes deeply, 

enjoying the peace. A train arrives, he boards. 

INT. TRAIN CARRIAGE  DAY 

Evel watches the beautiful countryside sail by, dozes. 

When he wakes the train is starting into London's outer suburbs 

and the light is low, forbidding, a grim day. He frowns. 

Suddenly his cellphone (in a bag) rings. He fishes it out and 

the phone displaying a picture of Travis Bino. Evel growls. 

EVEL  TYLER 

Bino? 

Travis is talking trying to get through but his voice is too 

distorted by static and the signal cuts out. The phone rings 

again and Evel grins with anticipation - he is ready. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

Tyler? 

EVEL TYLER 

Bino. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

Finally. Trying to get you before. 

EVEL TYLER 

You sounded like you were calling 

from Hell. 

 TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 
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Ha, ha, ha, you jester, you. I'm not 

in Hell yet. 

EVEL TYLER 

Good, because I want to put you down 

there myself. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

It was nothing personal. I had to make 

a deal to save the show after you 

dropped out on me. 

EVEL TYLER 

Who's your next impersonal deal with? 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

Look, I just wanted you to know there 

were no hard feelings. 

EVEL TYLER 

I wish I could say the same. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

I had to head off that trouble from 

Merv and I don't want more trouble 

from you, okay? 

EVEL TYLER 

How's the line up for your season 

finale episode looking? It's in three 

weeks, right? 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

So you've been following the series 

from the bughouse you went to? 

EVEL TYLER 

Oh, yeah. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

Oh lordy, the finale is hot, hot, 

superheated, mate. I'm going to be 

doing it live from the Flywheel club. 

I'm a VIP member there. You never did 

manage to get in, did you? 

EVEL TYLER 
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No, I didn't. What's happening in the 

most exclusive media club in town I 

can't get into? 

TRAVIS BINO 

Six great finalist acts and all bets 

are off for the judgement. Estimated 

audience of fifteen million. I have 

the final vote. 

EVEL TYLER 

Seven. 

(beat) 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

You can't be serious. 

EVEL TYLER 

Or I'll open my secret dead files. The 

deadly ones that have publicly 

pretentious celebrity death after 

secrets revealed from them. In case 

you didn't catch the subtle death 

threat point in the first part of the 

threatening sentence. Travis. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

And if I don't? 

EVEL TYLER 

You won't get to your next episode, 

let alone the final. I have your 

premature burial warrant ready. 

Think about all the guilty secrets 

you have. I know half. 

TRAVIS BINO (PHONE) 

Jesus. All right. This once. 

EVEL TYLER 

Oh, you can do better than that. 

Evel rings off, calls Dumpy. 

EVEL TYLER 

I finished those cigarettes. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 
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Hon! You're on your way back? 

EVEL TYLER 

Yep. Vicious and malicious and 

ambitious and in need of liquorice. 

Meet me at my place. I also have a nice 

surprise for you. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Do tell? 

EVEL TYLER 

I can still bluff. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

That sounds like a full recovery. 

EVEL TYLER 

Put the word out in London. I want 

Alderson Lupton. Everything he does. 

Anywhere he goes. Cash paid on the 

spot for something I can use, by me. 

Include a cellphone number and get me 

a cellphone to go with it. Got all 

that? 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

All and everything, O evil one. By the 

way there was something else. The 

Press Grievance Commission is trying 

to contact you. 

EVEL TYLER 

Tell them to eat pulp and die. 

Evel ends the call and settles back as the train comes into 

Victoria station. 

EXT. VICTORIA STATION PLATFORM  DAY 

Evel steps off the train onto the platform, waits for the other 

passengers to go by. 

He listens to the hum of the city, seems to hear radio and TV 

broadcasts, internet pod-casts, advertising, a babel, smiles. 

EVEL TYLER 

I need some nuke juice. 
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He hoists his bag, walks off towards the gates, the stops for 

a minute and takes out his cellphone again, dials a number. 

EVEL  TYLER 

Bino? Me again. I just thought of 

something else you're going to do for 

me. 

INT. LIVING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel sits in front of a huge news plasma screen TV watching Dumpy 

on the screen, performing in a new episode of Pop Goes. The 

applause is mediocre. He has drug paraphernalia scattered 

across a coffee table and drinks a huge mug of cappuccino. He 

pops pills, his eyes glazed. 

After a moment we see Dumpy sitting nearby looking at him 

worriedly. 

EXT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON,  DAY 

Evel meets Travis Bino in front of the club. Bino grudgingly 

holds the door open for Evel. 

INT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON,  DAY 

The manager of the club, very well groomed and stylish, greets 

Bino and Evel, handing Evel a membership card marked VIP 

membership. Bino winces, trying not to show it. 

FLYWHEEL CLUB MANAGER 

Welcome to the Flywheel club, Mr. 

Tyler. The membership gives you full 

use of the club and its facilities on 

demand, twenty four hours a day. I was 

amazed at the roster of people who 

endorsed Mr. Bino's application for 

you. Normally the waiting list is at 

least five years. But of course 

you're a rather special case. 

EVEL TYLER 

It's wonderful to be so well thought 

of. Thank you, Travis. 

TRAVIS BINO 
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You're welcome, Evel. 

EXT. CENTRAL LONDON STREET  DAY 

Evel walks carrying a camera bag. His cellphone rings. 

EVEL TYLER 

Whoever you are, make it fast. 

LONDON HAIRDRESSER (PHONE) 

I know where Alderson Lupton is right 

now. 

EVEL TYLER 

Please tell me you're a naked 

groupie. 

LONDON HAIRDRESSER (PHONE) 

I'm a hairdresser. 

EVEL TYLER 

I didn't know he even owned a comb. 

INT. EXPENSIVE HAIR SALON  DAY 

Alderson Lupton sits in a salon chair with his back to the 

entrance, a towel wrapping his head. 

A young hairdresser comes out of the back stuffing a cellphone 

into her pocket and looks over at the entrance. We hear the 

jingle of a door opening. 

Suddenly she whips off the towel and swings Al's chair round 

to face the entrance. Al is now freshly, entirely bald. 

Evel is in the entrance, raises a telephoto camera and takes 

a series of perfect point-blank range shots of the surprised 

Al. He is speechless and Evel ironically salutes him. 

Evel drops some cash on a table beside the entrance and strolls 

out. The hairdresser bolts over and scoops up the cash as the 

other customers stare, amused. Al sinks down in humiliation. 

EVEL TYLER (VO) 

The Evil Guy was back in town and 

everybody knew it. For some reason 

Lupton decided to change his image by 
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shaving his head and so I snaggled 

myself an exclusive no tabloid editor 

could ignore, including Merv the 

Perv. 

INT. MONTAGE OF NEWSPAPER FRONT PAGES  DAY 

Under variations of the headline 'BALDERSON LUPTON', Evel's 

pictures appear on London's tabloid front pages including The 

Daily Goblin. 

EVEL TYLER (VO) 

Merv paid double. Lupton paid for 

crossing me. That left Birdy Docker 

and Cameron Magnam and Merv again. I 

love a come-full vicious circle. 

EXT. DINGY LONDON ALLEY  DAY 

Dumpy guides Evel down a narrow, littered filthy alley to a 

secluded steel door with a disused looking electronic pad. 

She presses a button and the door buzzes, unlocks. She pushes 

the door open. 

EVEL TYLER 

So tell me why I have to visit this 

piece of pond life again? 

DUMPY 

Morse moonlights as a private hacking 

service and techno anarchist. I buy 

a lot of stuff from him. You buy a lot 

of stuff, through me. 

EVEL TYLER 

So? 

DUMPY 

He's worried about something. 

EVEL TYLER 

So? 

DUMPY 

He's never met an intrepid reporter 

before, so you might winkle it out. 
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EVEL TYLER 

I know how to get through to him. 

DUMPY 

How, hon? 

EVEL TYLER 

I know what he's worried about too. 

INT. MORSE FOXX'S OFFICES  DAY 

Inside the building belies its outer shabbiness. After a hallway 

there opens up a large well kept Victorian interior filled with 

ultramodern computer equipment and vintage communication 

devices. 

Revolutionary, subversive and anarchist posters and fliers 

cover the walls and bookshelves are stuffed with underground 

publications. All the windows are painted over and shuttered 

from the inside. 

Morse Foxx is about 30 and unshaven, lizard-like and highly 

strung, a geek's geek but startlingly intelligent with it. 

Despite boyish looks his face is creased with worry. 

As Dumpy and Evel come in he is finishing soldering the circuit 

board of a 1980s-era Telex machine. 

MORSE FOXX 

Your rigged Telex is almost ready, 

gorgeous. I've added a multilateral 

decoder. It can operate plug-in or 

shortwave. 

DUMPY 

What's its Baud rate? 

MORSE FOXX 

Up to a thousand a minute. Or you can 

switch to digital feed, two channels. 

EVEL TYLER 

Now I finally know what it's like to 

hear robots talking outside of Star 

Trek. 

DUMPY 
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Sorry; shop talk. It's my little way 

of hacking into Western Union for 

you. Evel Tyler, meet Morse Foxx. 

EVEL TYLER 

I've got something for you, Morse 

Foxx. 

Evel takes a small card out of his pocket and hands it to Morse. 

We see it is a 'Get Out Of Jail Free' card from the MONOPOLY 

board game. 

MORSE FOXX 

Excuse me, what's this mean? 

EVEL TYLER 

Let me guess then. You invited me here 

to your secret illegal lair, exposing 

yourself to appalling risk, just to 

show me you're kindly restoring an 

antique for my secretary. 

MORSE FOXX 

Uh... 

DUMPY 

Evel... 

EVEL TYLER 

Somebody's onto you, correct? 

MORSE FOXX 

Yeah. 

EVEL TYLER 

Birdy Docker and his minions. 

MORSE FOXX 

Dumpy wasn't lying. You're quick in 

all the wrong ways. 

EVEL TYLER 

How did you burn the Birdy? 

MORSE FOXX 

A few weeks ago I raided some of his 

secret computer files. It was for 

Ophelia here, stuff for you she 

couldn't get to herself. It was a joke 
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at first, to see if I could do it. But 

the mood all changed the harder and 

deeper I dug. 

EVEL TYLER 

Finding? 

MORSE FOXX 

It's worse than some government 

secrets. He's covering up so much 

sick stuff I don't even trust the news 

anymore. 

EVEL TYLER 

I never trusted it and I work in it. 

MORSE FOXX 

Now his people have found out about 

me and I'm not safe. I've had threats 

come to me here. And they're not 

threats about ending up in jail, 

either. How could that happen? How 

could he follow me? 

EVEL TYLER 

You go to coffee houses and cafes 

where people in the know hang out? 

MORSE FOXX 

Sure, but nobody knows about them. 

EVEL TYLER 

You know about them, they know about 

them, so someone like Docker can know 

about them. His people just went to 

some of those places and let the money 

talk. Someone informed on you. A 

friend sold you out. It's a small 

world, Morse. 

MORSE FOXX 

Jesus, so I can't trust anyone? 

EVEL TYLER 

Not if you've got friends. 

MORSE FOXX 
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You've got a bleak outlook. Ophelia 

said you could help me. 

EVEL TYLER 

Maybe, if you've got anything with 

proof that can hurt him. Otherwise it 

really is a bleak outlook. 

MORSE FOXX 

What will you do? 

EVEL TYLER 

What you should have done. Give it to 

the right people, get it circulating 

and wait for events to take their 

course. Set the fuse, in other words. 

MORSE FOXX 

He's gotten private hackers to 

sabotage child murder investigations 

and disrupt other enquiries. He's 

ordered evidence of criminal 

activity by his journalists 

destroyed. He's had political 

secrets leaked and systematically 

pays off crooked cops and politicians 

to help him get even more power and 

fix things that go wrong. Birdy 

Docker and his empire are destroying 

small people's lives for nothing. 

People who can't fight back. Why? 

EVEL TYLER 

Entertainment. 

Morse hands Dumpy some memory keys and a thick file folder of 

printouts. 

MORSE FOXX 

It's all there. Just get him off me. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'll expose this stuff but you'll 

still have to move. Better get out of 

London and don't come back. 

Morse looks around at his beloved office, haunted. 
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MORSE FOXX 

Would he carry out his threats? 

EVEL TYLER 

Would he ever. If you step on real 

power it'll bury you like you were 

never born. If it was something minor 

like high treason they have to give 

you a trial, at least. 

Evel heads for the door. Dumpy puts a hand on Morse's arm then 

hurries after Evel. The door shuts and Morse is alone. 

MORSE FOXX 

Just when I thought the world 

couldn't get more deranged, I met 

him? 

INT. LIVING ROOM, EVEL'S TIDEWAY FLAT  NIGHT 

Evel and Dumpy watch emails and documents scroll down the huge 

plasma screen. Dumpy stops a few, lets them scroll on. 

EVEL TYLER 

So have we got enough? 

DUMPY 

More than enough to send Docker and 

his key people to jail, or near enough 

with their lawyers working night and 

day to keep them out. 

EVEL TYLER 

Break it down for me. 

DUMPY 

Proof of payoffs to police and 

politicians, evidence of perverting 

the course of criminal 

investigations, ditto perversion of 

the course of justice and scary 

amounts of money unaccounted for in 

their tax records, meaning massive 

slush funds. Years of trouble for 

them. Everything Morse promised. But 

there's just one catch. 
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EVEL TYLER 

I can't leak this stuff without them 

knowing it was me. I know. 

DUMPY 

They'll come after us. 

EVEL TYLER 

No. After me. 

DUMPY 

We're in this together, hon. 

EVEL TYLER 

No, we're not. 

Dumpy takes Evel's hand tenderly. 

DUMPY 

I know you're protecting me, but 

Morse is a friend of mine too. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's not my fault. 

Evel gently disengages his hand. 

EVEL TYLER 

I don't want you to come around here 

again. 

DUMPY 

Baby, I... 

EVEL TYLER 

Now. 

Crushed, Dumpy gets up and lets herself out, looking back once. 

Evel sits coldly looking at the scrolling documents. 

EVEL TYLER 

Nobody gets to share this. 

INT. PUB NEAR THE DAILY GOBLIN  DAY 

Evel comes into the pub, the same one he went to with Lucas 

Bellator years earlier and met Wallace. He carries a small flat 

parcel of papers. 
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At the back is a booth where Wallace sits waiting. Wallace is 

now in his middle sixties, distinguished and even more 

formidable. As Evel sits and pushes the parcel at him, Wallace 

looks bemused at the contrast between them. He makes no move 

to take the parcel. 

WALLACE 

I haven't been here for many years. 

Tyler, isn't it? 

EVEL TYLER 

You know it is, Wallace. 

WALLACE 

Still brash. I liked the lack of fake 

politeness in you. 

EVEL TYLER 

I haven't got all day for this. 

WALLACE 

I dislike it now that I'm older and 

crabbier. When I saw you around the 

newsroom and met you later I thought 

you would have made an excellent 

political journalist. 

EVEL TYLER 

I passed out some drugs to irritate 

you. 

WALLACE 

You succeeded. 

EVEL TYLER 

Lucas Bellator looked up to you. 

WALLACE 

I taught him everything I know. I'm 

glad he's done well. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's an understatement. Golden 

Boy's the darling of the whole 

so-called serious media. One word 

from him and there's a halo around any 

given subject. 
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WALLACE 

Ah, now I remember why I regretted 

losing you. That directness. You were 

right about how Margaret Thatcher 

fell. It was indeed her friends who 

betrayed her as you predicted. Like 

Julius Caesar, as I think you 

obliquely pointed out. 

EVEL TYLER 

That's why I didn't join your team. 

WALLACE 

How so? 

EVEL TYLER 

I would have had to make friends. It 

leaves your back open. 

WALLACE 

A bleak outlook, but true enough. 

EVEL TYLER 

I can't go to Bellator with this for 

personal reasons. 

WALLACE 

That and I'm retired so I don't have 

to fear for my job. 

EVEL TYLER 

You got it. 

WALLACE 

Very pragmatic. You're going after 

the Dockers and want to use me to do 

it. 

EVEL TYLER 

Will you do it? 

(long beat) 

WALLACE 

Yes. I have no grudge against them 

myself, but they hurt a man I 

respected. Archie Sellicott. Then 

they got rid of anyone with integrity 
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at The Daily Goblin and turned it into 

a travesty. Now so much of the press 

seems to be going the same way. 

EVEL TYLER 

I guarantee the stuff in that parcel 

will hurt them. 

WALLACE 

So you get revenge. And I get? 

EVEL TYLER 

You get me asking nicely the first 

time. 

Wallace laughs heartily and takes the parcel. 

WALLACE 

It's time we taught those corrupt 

bastards a lesson. No further 

meetings. Rest assured this will go 

to the right embittered old guys. 

EVEL TYLER 

It'll be soon? 

WALLACE 

Same day service; as they say. 

Goodbye, Tyler. 

Evel knows he's being dismissed, nods and goes. As he heads back 

through the pub doors a man at the bar watches him and rises 

when he's left. It is Lucas Bellator, now in his forties, very 

well dressed and patrician. 

Bellator checks through the window that Evel has gone then joins 

Wallace in the booth at the back. Wallace hands him the parcel. 

INT. SUCCESSION OF 'DOWN AND DIRTY MUSIC PAGES'  DAY 

Rapid switching of pages show the passing of a few months. 

Several of the pages narrate the breakup of The Museonics and 

feature unflattering pictures of a bald Alderson Lupton. 

One headline reads: 'MARTIAN MADMAN BALDERSON LUPTON SELF 

DESTRUCTS OWN EVIL EMPIRE!' 
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EXT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON,  DAY 

It is raining heavily, a sense of the city on overload. Evel, 

without an umbrella, is going into the club carrying a briefcase 

when a smartly dressed man (with an umbrella) stops him at the 

doorway. 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 

Mr Tyler? 

EVEL TYLER 

To those in the know, yes. And you're 

not. 

Evel turns to go in but the man skilfully stuffs the papers in 

his hands and steps back. Rain spatters on the papers. 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 

I'm from the Press Grievance 

Commission. We've had a lot of 

trouble tracking you down. Sir, I'd 

strongly advise you to read that 

briefing material. 

EVEL TYLER 

Or you'll do what? 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 

A public enquiry into media ethics is 

imminent. And there have been 

significant new developments that 

are about to be published. When it 

happens I guarantee you'll be 

summoned. 

EVEL TYLER 

Balderson's behind this. 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 

I'm sorry? 

EVEL TYLER 

Did Bald...did Alderson Lupton send 

you? 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 
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No, but he's one of the many voluntary 

witnesses. Your name is coming up 

very frequently. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'll bet. 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 

It won't be long. I'd also recommend 

taking legal advice. 

EVEL TYLER 

Take mine. Pray I don't come looking 

for revenge. 

PRESS GRIEVANCE COMMISSION MAN 

You'll be too busy for those antics. 

Good night, sir. 

The man hurries away. Evel is soaked, so are the papers. 

EVEL TYLER 

Well, I guess Wallace has been on the 

job, all right. 

INT. THE FLYWHEEL CLUB, SOHO, LONDON,  DAY 

Evel stalks through the club being deferred to by the staff. 

A waiter runs after him with a drink which he gulps and sets 

back down on the waiter's platter as he goes. Evel comes to the 

club manager and grabs him by the arm. 

EVEL TYLER 

Gimme the key for the VIP lounge and 

make sure no one goes up there until 

I say. 

FLYWHEEL CLUB MANAGER 

Yes, sir. 

Evel collects the key and passes the large bar area. A stage 

is being set up. The young pop duo we saw at the beginning is 

practicing for an evening show. They recognize and look at Evel 

hopefully but he doesn't notice. His cellphone rings. 

Behind Evel, the manager signals to the security guard we saw 

in the first scenes. He follows Evel. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy? 

DUMPY 

Hon, I just saw on one of my news feeds 

that Alderson Lupton's been hitting 

back at you in a podcast interview. 

It's already viral. 

EVEL TYLER 

You like his music, don't you? 

DUMPY 

Well, yes. Actually a lot. 

EVEL TYLER 

I'll let you know where I scatter his 

ashes so you can visit. 

INT. VIP ROOM, THE FLYWHEEL CLUB SOHO, NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

Evel comes in as we see the security guard take up position 

outside. He throws the soggy legal papers down on a couch and 

kicks it savagely. 

He sets down his briefcase and takes out drug paraphernalia, 

taking pills, preparing a syringe and injecting himself. 

Awhile later he sits rigidly on a couch with his cellphone 

beside, listening to harsh sinister music. 

Slowly he reaches over and takes the cellphone, dialling a 

number without looking. 

ALDERSON LUPTON (PHONE) 

Alderson Lupton, hello? 

EVEL TYLER 

What's your philosophy in life? 

EVEL TYLER (V.O.) 

Which brings us to where we were. 

FADE TO BLACK 

TITLES: THE PRESENT 
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EXT. RICKETY THAMES JETTY  NIGHT 

We are back in the present. Evel stares in shocked recognition 

at the mysterious man accompanying Birdy Docker, Elke Mervyn 

and Cameron Magnam. 

Evel tries to be nonchalant and is putting his sunglasses in 

his pocket but misses. They clatter noisily on the jetty boards 

and fall into the water. He winces. 

EVEL TYLER 

Somebody must have something to say. 

Those were vintage Ray Bans. 

The mystery man steps into the light of an overhead lamp. It 

is Lucas Bellator dressed as we earlier saw him in the pub when 

he met Wallace. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

I suppose it will have to be me. 

EVEL TYLER 

Bellator. Long time no hear from. So 

what is this, are you slumming it in 

the media shark pool? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

I'm here to see you. 

EVEL TYLER 

I think the Flywheel club would have 

let you in. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

This is strictly unofficial. 

EVEL TYLER 

So, you just bumped into 'Fleet 

Street's Most Wanted Truth Rapists' 

by accident on the jetty here? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

They asked me to speak to you on their 

behalf. 

EVEL TYLER 

That won't take long, then. 

Lucas has difficulty deciding what to say. 
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EVEL TYLER 

I'm waiting. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

What are your intentions? 

EVEL TYLER 

Don't even remotely know what you 

might or might not mean. 

Lucas moves closer to Evel, only they can hear each other. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

I was at the bar waiting when you came 

to see Wallace. He showed me the 

evidence against Docker so I could 

decide. 

Evel is flabbergasted, doesn't hide it well. 

EVEL TYLER 

Decide what, exactly? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Whether to take a certain offer 

seriously. 

Evel looks over at Birdy Docker, back at Bellator. 

EVEL TYLER 

Birdy's offered you Merv's job. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

More than that. Nominal control of 

his entire media group. With Burdett 

as unofficial advisor, of course. 

Evel looks dizzy, then anguished. 

EVEL TYLER 

That serpent in the garden over there 

is the living epitome of everything 

you're against. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

But the offer is considerable and I 

could do a great deal of good with 

that power. 
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EVEL TYLER 

Not you, Lucas. Please; not you. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

We were young men with a dream. At 

least I was. I... 

Lucas chokes off, cannot go on. Birdy steps forward, Elke Mervyn 

and Cameron Magnam following him. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

He saw sense, didn't you, Lucas? The 

way they all see sense in the end. 

EVEL TYLER 

Yeah, you and your money make a whole 

lot of senselessness, Birdy. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Shut up. 

EVEL TYLER 

Make me. I've always wanted to ask 

where that incredible, unconvincing 

accent of yours comes from? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

I'm...Canadian. 

EVEL TYLER 

Take off; eh. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

This is wasting my valuable time. 

Lucas, tell him. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Mr Docker wishes to know your 

intentions. 

EVEL TYLER 

Thought I'd take a cruise down the 

middle of the Thames. Have you seen 

my cool speedboat there? I can do 

eighty miles and hour on a smooth 

river. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 
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Cut the crap and listen. You will not 

damage my interests further. I will 

do anything necessary. 

ELKE MERVYN 

I personally will not go down for this 

or anything else. Birdy's promised. 

EVEL TYLER 

Then you've got nothing to worry 

about do you, Merv? Not with Cameron 

there making you arrest-proof. 

CAMERON MAGNAM 

That's right. And if you cross us all 

the police in the city will be against 

you too. My boys will bust and break 

you and get you into Wandsworth or 

Pentonville inside a week. 

EVEL TYLER 

Let me guess, you're the soft cop? 

Mervyn and Magnam start forward, stop when Birdy gestures. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Mr Docker is also prepared to make an 

offer to you. 

EVEL TYLER 

Wow, I'm flattered. I think. Will it 

be like the offer you made to Archie 

Sellicott? 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

You snide, repulsive little... 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Enough. I'll handle this. Evel? 

EVEL TYLER 

No, I'll handle this. Birdy, Merv, 

Cameron, Lukey, I'm going to make a 

big speech. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

Like the one you were going to make 

in my office when I canned you? 
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EVEL TYLER 

Yeah. You weren't ready and I wasn't 

ready. I've practiced a few times. I 

think it's ready now. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

I'm listening, Evel. 

EVEL TYLER 

You're all right about me. I've been 

a scumbag all my life. A liar and a 

blackmailer and a scandalmonger and 

a media whore. I'm what used to be 

called a flibbertigibbet. A devil to 

those of you knuckle draggers having 

trouble with more than one syllable 

a word. Like the devil my tools are 

falsehood and threats and extortion. 

Manipulation is how I do my business. 

Tripping people up and taking photos 

when they fall flat on their faces and 

publishing the pictures and leading 

the laughter are how I make my living. 

Money is what I do it for, the 

notoriety and the chance to sniff at 

hot rock chicks. Most of all I like 

the cheap power. Success in all of 

this over many years is something I 

take sickening pride in. It feeds my 

drug habit and lets me hurt people. 

Millions of thrills come to me from 

trashing who I like in the papers with 

all the spite and hate I've got locked 

up inside me. Impunity thrills me 

too, because I can write things and 

get away with ugly stuff most people 

would never dare to say. My byline 

covers and indemnifies me from the 

legal fallout almost every time. Why 

am I so nasty and driven by rage? When 

I was growing up almost everybody I 

knew or met called me a loser and a 

nobody. What hurt most is I knew they 

were right. People without one 

percent of my talent and intelligence 

could bully me and act on that lie and 

get away with it and I had to take it 
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because I had no choice. I was 

vulnerable and weak and sensitive and 

I didn't have the strength to hit 

back. Now I punish them and millions 

like them. Every day I get published 

and paid is a triumph. Savoring this 

is the biggest bitter pleasure of my 

life. I get off on being successful 

and loud and crude about it. Inside 

I'm constantly ranting at those 

people I've longs since left behind. 

None of them can ignore me now. My 

self promotion and pathological 

repetition of my own name as a brand 

and self advertisement in my radio 

and TV shows and podcasts reminds 

them and tortures them every time 

they hear it. That's what I tell 

myself to keep up the momentum. Of 

course I know it's fake and futile. 

At best only a few from my past even 

remember me. People forget you no 

matter what they've done to you. 

Naturally they just get on with their 

lives as soon as you're out of sight 

and out of mind. Since I'm the only 

one I know left with the memories and 

the hatred and that thirst for 

revenge I scream at the shadows in my 

own mind for satisfaction. Somehow 

despite everything I've accomplished 

I'm stuck back there in the day, the 

bad old days which I should have left 

behind. But I can't, no matter how I 

try and so I work it into my act. To 

compensate the rage I make everything 

bad and sick and depraved in my music 

journalism, jeer and gibe and turn a 

phrase that cuts as deep and painful 

as I can make it to the target. And 

that works because people want to 

read that. I trawl the worst 

hellishness in my own past and dip out 

of it like fishing from a sewer. 

You're all looking at the wrong kid 

who made it big and wants everyone to 

know and wince at it. The twisted 
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sullen little weed muttering to 

himself at the back of the classroom, 

and who somehow grabs a little power 

and a national voice. I'm what he 

grows up into. As a middle aged 

professional man I'm lonely and 

vindictive and poisonous and I don't 

care who sees or knows it. Destroying 

people I despise is what I get off on 

and I've done a hell of a lot of it 

over the years. My whole career has 

been built on that antagonism. I feed 

off backstabbing and snob jobs and 

snideness and petty malice. It 

sustains me. Inflicting pain and not 

having to face the consequences make 

me smile. Tabloids and their bitter 

belligerent world are the playground 

I never had when I was growing up. So 

how did I get this way apart from the 

dreary childhood revenge fantasies? 

I had to wake up fast from my idealism 

when I started in the paparazzi game. 

Instinctively I knew I'd never be a 

golden boy like Lucas Bellator here, 

because I never had been anywhere 

else. Nobody was going to give me a 

lift up or make me a nicely wrapped 

present of the jobs I needed to give 

me that essential kick-start. I still 

had to get good at reportage and carve 

out a name fast if I wanted to 

survive. So I did it and used every 

and any means that got results. My 

opportunities came from climbing 

over people in my way, spotting their 

weaknesses and stamping them down 

after I'd taken what I needed. 

Ripping off and plagiarizing other 

journalists was routine. Breaking 

stolen stories first and 

capitalising on other people's hard 

work became a specialty. I copied 

what I liked and hijacked what I 

couldn't create for myself. Then I'd 

demolish whoever I'd used or had to 

break once I was finished with 
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robbing them. Methodically I cleared 

space for myself that way, keeping my 

beady eyes open all the time for the 

unexpected. By doing that 

tirelessly, I recruited sources and 

informers wherever I found them. I 

discovered useful technical geeks 

other people wouldn't even notice and 

invested in them. Inevitably I made 

a lot of mistakes along the way too, 

but I learned from the mistakes. As 

time went by I made a lot of people 

fear me. Those ones I couldn't 

intimidate I'd attack and ruin if I 

could. The best of the unassailable 

I'd ignore until I got something 

really toxic on them and let rip when 

they were least expecting. It got so 

I was a pretty cynical and hard bitten 

guy with a hardcore drug and 

aggression habit and a popular 

regular column to showcase it. But I 

didn't start out being cynical. 

Idealism really is what first 

inspired me. At the same time I was 

young and ambitious and willing to do 

anything to succeed like all the 

other young success-hungry hacks and 

hangers on I was competing with. 

Tabloid newsrooms are vicious snake 

pits so I had to be worse than the rest 

to prevail, and I was. That just pulls 

you down to lower and lower depths to 

jockey for position with fewer and 

more savage opponents. It's a 

continuous plunge that has to hit 

bottom eventually. Ultimately there 

was a critical point where I stopped 

sinking and fell. Simultaneously 

hitting bottom when I got to the top 

with a personal audience in the 

offices of Birdy Docker. He made me 

a considerable offer. Consciously, 

in full awareness of what it meant, 

I grabbed the offer and voluntarily 

became a criminal. I hauled myself 

across that line with my eyes open, 
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at the same time blinded by my own 

hubris. All the way to them moment of 

that decision I could have refused, 

been a principled journalist and 

turned back my talent to serving 

truth. It wasn't too late and I could 

have been a better man, like I told 

myself I'd wanted to be all along. 

Lucas here even offered to help me and 

I turned him down, turned away from 

whatever was left of what I'd 

believed in. Instead I chose to mock 

and attack and rabidly crush people's 

ambitions and careers in the music 

business with destructive writing. 

Practice makes perfect and I was 

good. Barbed critiques and stinging 

punchlines made it sell wherever I 

took my talent. Corruption and 

bribery and threats were the way I got 

my information. I chose lies and the 

seductive power of lies and the 

entropy of lies. I built the Big Lie 

and paid the price, because when 

you're a liar it drags on you from 

remembering the truth. Instead of 

pride and satisfaction I found 

everything I accomplished  was 

tainted by the emptiness it left. All 

my work was dubious and disreputable 

and negative however I dressed it up. 

I lived and breathed and thought and 

wrote the nasty ugly little tabloid 

mentality of the Dockers and their 

fellow media barons. My byline was 

one of their strongest and harshest 

voices, a well oiled weapon against 

the pretentious. Difference being I 

did this only to the guilty. I only 

shot at the people who put themselves 

on the fly-posters. That made them 

legitimate targets. I would spit 

venom at the ambitious and the vain 

and the fakes who made their success 

doing the same kind of crooked things 

I did. But only at them. That's where 

I drew the line and I never crossed 
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that line. Sure, I had my grudges and 

pet hates against certain persons. I 

bit them and gnawed at them and I'd 

try to rip the flesh off their 

reputations and public personas if I 

could, because that's the business. 

These were people who got into the 

music game knowing what it meant. 

Like mine, their eyes were open if 

they had half a brain cell. If they 

didn't they'd get shot down and crash 

and burn. The music charts are a 

shooting range. Burdett Docker and 

his corrupt editors and reporters are 

different. For them the whole world 

is a shooting range and everyone weak 

or strong, rich or poor are in their 

line of fire. The media empires they 

control will systematically target 

and persecute and destroy innocent 

people. The same tabloids I write for 

will ruin real lives, innocent or 

guilty, just for a laugh. They do it 

to entertain their ugly-minded 

audience who they've trained over the 

years to think and believe everything 

is tainted like them. I started out 

working for Birdy and did everything 

he told me with his full permission. 

When I fell out of favour and it 

served his purpose he turned on me 

like he turns on everyone he uses. 

Merv and Cameron there will find that 

out sooner than they think. Even with 

your reputation Lucas, he'll use your 

respectability and integrity, then 

discard you without hesitation just 

like Archie Sellicott. He'll do that 

as soon as he's shrugged off the 

upcoming enquiries and 

investigations, I guarantee it. I 

wanted to be like you when we began 

as young men with a dream on The Daily 

Goblin. I wanted to be principled and 

upright, to work in the legitimate 

media with integrity like you have 

through the years. Most Of all I 
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wanted to have that kind of 

reputation too, and take pride in it. 

But I had the wrong kind of talent and 

I was too angry and driven and single 

minded to care. I never even 

hesitated to sell out my conscience. 

My search for truth ended there and 

I honestly regretted it, even though 

it's made my fortune. But now, Lucas, 

I'm begging, begging you to listen to 

me. I'm a big liar and a massive cheat 

and a gigantically malignant 

parasite in a diseased world full of 

smaller ones. Those people standing 

behind you are worse. They have no 

regrets about anything they do to 

anyone. I'm foul, I'm failed, I'm a 

bad guy, I stink of being a slanderer 

and a gossip monger and I know it. 

Docker and his minions are genuinely 

evil. They pretend to be honest old 

seasoned hands at an occasionally 

dirty job. Docker uses a fake cover 

of ethical journalism. He combines it 

with invoking the sacred trust of 

freedom of the press. This is what he 

uses to justify his abusing and 

tormenting and murdering in print 

anyone his editors and journalists 

decide they want to crucify. 

Intentionally and deliberately they 

set out to flay alive people who can't 

fight them. They've debased an 

honourable profession even more 

grossly than I have. Truth isn't just 

distorted by them, it's poisoned and 

contaminated and buried. Birdy and 

his servants are literally fiendish. 

Even worse they're insulting. They 

want to buy your soul off you for a 

discount. The whole offer you've 

gotten is a knockdown sneer at you and 

everything you've built for the truth 

in your professional career. Elke 

Mervyn and Cameron Magnam and Burdett 

Docker are the very epitome of what 

you've spent your whole life 
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fighting, so take a good long look at 

them. If that mangy-maned tabloid 

newshound, that crooked compromised 

cop and the human colostomy bag 

wrapped in the expensive Savile Row 

suit over there are what you want to 

sell out to after everything good and 

true that you've accomplished then 

your search for truth really does 

finish here. I just thought you 

should know that before I speed off 

in my motorboat with my easy hush 

money. Birdy, pay me. 

Lucas looks stricken and thoughtful. Birdy can't figure any of 

this out. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

My people will arrange that. 

EVEL TYLER 

No, you pay me out of your own pocket 

right now or I walk straight to that 

speedboat. If your paid piggy goon 

tries to stop me you'll all spend 

years in court and he'll be no more 

good to you. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

All right. Call it a down payment. 

Burdett comes up to Evel peeling off notes. 

EVEL TYLER 

You can do better than that. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

You're the one who called yourself a 

scumbag. 

Birdy hands Evel the money and turns in contempt. 

EVEL TYLER 

Birdy, I just noticed something here. 

BURDETT 'BIRDY' DOCKER 

What the hell is it now? 
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EVEL TYLER 

You've given me dirty money. 

Birdy turns in surprise as Evel stuffs the money into Lucas' 

hands. 

EVEL TYLER 

Here Lukey, you take it. I've got more 

interesting places to be. 

Evel walks down the jetty leaving Birdy foaming with rage. He 

unties the mooring rope. He has trouble unlacing the knot. 

Suddenly another pair of hands take up the knot, expertly untie 

it and there is the thud of someone jumping into the speedboat. 

Evel looks over and sees Lucas Bellator there waiting. He looks 

back at the jetty. Birdy and Elke and Cameron are nowhere to 

be seen. Evel jumps into the speedboat, starts the engine and 

they coast out into the Thames. 

EXT. EVEL'S OPEN SPEEDBOAT ON THAMES  NIGHT (CONTINUOUS) 

As Evel and Lucas pass the South Bank people wave to them. Evel 

does a circle in the middle of the river and people cheer. The 

evening is cheerful and the riverside glitters. Evel turns to 

Lucas. 

EVEL TYLER 

You have no freaking idea what it cost 

me to say all that. 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

You always did babble a bit. 

EVEL TYLER 

I guess you'll be looking for a new 

job now? 

LUCAS BELLATOR 

Well, no plans at the moment. 

EVEL TYLER 

I need a deputy on Down And Dirty 

Music. You never did get to write for 

it, did you? 
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Lucas chuckles, then relaxes fully and laughs out loud, 

heartily. Evel's cellphone rings. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

Well done, hon. 

EVEL TYLER 

Dumpy,I'm at the South Bank and 

talking makes me hungry. Why don't 

you join us for dinner over here? 

There's someone I'd like you to meet. 

DUMPY (PHONE) 

I was listening. Nice speech, a 

little long. Who is that man with the 

beautiful voice, then? 

EVEL TYLER 

A friend. 

Evel and Lucas shake hands - friends again. 

 

THE END. 


